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Death Caused Adjourn- Iowa House Passes Bill
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MEXICO

NEWS

IN SPECIAL

HAMILTON

Washington, D. C, March 21.
George K. Patterson of the
district, died
Twelfth Pennsylvania
suddenly here today. Heart failure is
ascribed as the cause.
The house adjourned immediately
after it was called to order, out of
respect for the late George K. Patterson, Pennsylvania
ineniuer of the
huose, who died today. ' The Btatehood
bill will be taken up tomorrow.
ve

OF NOTE
HAPPEN3 IN SENATE.
Washington, D. C, March 21. The
senate, today, continued its discussion
of the rate bill, and at 2 o'clock, went
into executive session.
NOTHING

PRESIDENT

N0MINATE8
TO ARIZONA JUDGESHIP.
"Washington, D. C, March 21. The
president today sent the following
nomination to the senate: Associate
Justice of the supreme court of Arizona, Fletcher M. Doane
COMMERCE

--

COMMISSION

AFTER SOME. SHIPPERS.
Washington, D. C... .March 21. The
Interstate Commerce Commission today gave out for publication the following notice: "Upon reports to the
commission that many shippers in and
about the city of New York have been
persistently underbidding and misrepresenting
freight shipped from
that city and other 'points in the eastern territory, the commission has or
dered an investigation and set the
matter down for hearing at the United
States court rooms, New York City,
on Friday, March 23rd, at 10:30 a. m
It is expected that some highly in
take
teresting developments will
place, Indicating fraud on the part of
the shippers, which amounts to forced
rebates from published- tariff rates.
-

THROWS

tee Met in Coal

Con-

ference Today.
OWNERS

HAVE

Mutinies in Russia Follow the No Idea of Compromise With
Execution of the Late
the Demands oF Their
Lieutenant Schmidt
Employes.

Ifa

Des Moines, Iowa, March 21. The
house by a vote of 48 to 12 today
passed the
bill,
which is Intended to oust the Standard Oil company from the state of
Iowa, or compel a revision of Its business methods. . The bill prohibits the
discrimination in rates for oil and is
patterned after the Missouri law. It
provides a fjne of 5,000 and Imprisonment for a violation. Representative Cummings, ltg author, in presenting tho bill, asserted
that the
Siandard Oil company made a price
of four cents a gallon for oil In his
home town recently, in order todrlvl
out competition.

BUT SCHOOL

CHILDREN

GO

OUT

Algeciras, March 21. The conference committee today again sought to
reconcile the Moroccan police question, but adjourned, leaving a number
of disputed
points unsettled.
Tne
meeting, however, produced a good
Impression, the desire to reach an
agreement
appearing to dominate
tlhose present.
THE FIRST SMOKING CAR
EXCLUSIVELY

SSL

PIERCE SICK
ADJOURNMENT WAS TAKEN.
St. Louis, Mo., March 21. At today's hearing in the oil matter. It developed that H. Clay Pierce, former
president of the Waters-PiercOil
company, was ill, and could not appear for several days. In consequence, at the request of Attorney
General Iladley, the hearing was
until April 5.
IT MADE

24 per cent on the deposited funds, MEXICO CELEBRATES
such payments being made person-

e

ally to some one In the county treasoffice, and that the deposits
would not be made in any bank until
an understanding In regard to ihese
payments was had.

urer's

Benito Juarez, the Great
dian Leader and Mexican President,

HAMILTON PROMISES
TREASURERS WERE
RICH REVELATIONS.
GETTING PAY ON DEPOSITS.
New York, March 21. Andrew HamCincinnati, Ohio, March 2i. George
agent lor
B. Cox, who
announced his retire- ilton, former legislative
ment, from the republican leadership the New York Life Insurance comof Hamilton county at the close of pany, today sent a reply to the Fowlast campaign, was one of the bank ler Investigating committee of that
presidents summoned to appear be- company. The letter concludes as
fore the grand jury to testify in re follows: "I can appreciate that the
gard to payment to the county treas- events of the past week go far as I
urer of interest or gratuities for de- have participated in them, are not,
posits of public money. The other perhaps, calculated to put you In a
bank officials
Include Judicial state ct mind. I will, theresummoned
heads of allh the banks In whie fore, accept your latest challenge and
county funds have been deposited dur meet you in the tribunal where there
ing the past few years. This actiou will be no vanity to be tickled, and
wag taken by County Prosecutor Rull-ith- e
be held on
scales. of justice will
'
zon, following up the investigation by! an even balance."
,
the Drake committee of toe stato)
St. Louis Wool,
senate, Itefore which County Treas- urer Hinicka and others testified that
St. Louis, Mo., March 21. Wool
the banks had been paying from 2 to market steady 'and unchanged.
COUNTY

.

Russo-Jajnine-

BAILEY'S

FATHER

Passed Away at Sanitarium
in the City of New
Orleans.

In-

,

IN SEVENTY

DESTROYER OF THE EMPIRE

SECOND

But Pupils Strike.
Odessa, ' March 21. As prompt as

YEAR

was the execution of Lieutenant
Schmidt, so promptly did all of tho
pupils of the local high schools strike
Will
The
Leave
Senator
Was
Washington
Republic,
today.
'

And Restorer of
.

Born

One

the
hundred

Tonight to Attend the

Years Ago.

se

EL PASO ASSISTS
THE CITY OF JUAREZ.
El Paso, Tex., March 21. The one
.hundredth anniversarv of the birth of
Henifo Juarez began in Mexico at cluy- -

HEAVY GUN8 DEVELOP

STRUCTURAL WEAKNESS.
Honolulu, H. I.. March 21. The bat
tleship Oregon returning to Bremerton for repairs, has arrived here. It
is ', reported that structural Weakness
has developed under the use of the
heavy guns. For some time it is under
stood, orders have ben not to use
guns, except in case of
the
i.
dire necessity.
Washington Geta the News.
Washington, D. C, March 21. Reports 1iave reached hre of the weakness of (he guns mounted on the battleship Oregon, but. it was known that
one keel plate was somewhat destroyed, six or eight months ago. Orders
were given, at that time, not to fire
the big guns.

Funeral.

!

Mcxico City, March 21. The" centennial of the birth of Benito Juarez,
the great Mexican statesman and liberator, la celebrated throughout Mexico today on an unusually large scale.
In compliance with a decree promulgated by President Diaz the day is generally observed as a legal holiday.
Throughout the country all business
is at rest and the i eople aro giving
themselves up to the celebration of
the national hero with great enthusiasm.
Especially grand celebrations nre
aeld at. Saltillo and other cities in
the state of Couhuilla. In Monelova a
bust of Juatz was unveiled in one of
tho public plazas. In Sablnau several
patriotic organizations have arranged
for an elaborate celebration of the
day and the erection of a monument
in honor of Juarez.
In Tamplco a statue of Juarez was
unveiled on the Plaza do la Libertad.
The monument, which faces the custom house, is quite imposing.
In Chihuahua the anniversary will
be celebrated this evening with a
large meeting at the Teatro de los
Heroes. Governor Creel will be present and Lie. Jesus Vrueta, the famous orator, will deliver the principal
nddress. In the afternoon a fine
bronze statue 'of Juarez will bo unveiled on Juarez street.
In Ciudad Juarez, across tho Itio
Grande from El Paso, where the
great patriot made his headquarters
tor several years while he was virtually in exile, hiding with a small band
shack,
of followers in a wretched
where the postofflce now stands, the
citizens have made special efforts to
celebrate the day in an appropriate
way and an elaborate program has
been prepared Jmr the occasion.

New Orleans, La., March 21. After
months of illness, Joseph W. Bailey,
father of J. V. Bailey of Texas, died
In the sanitarium here, today, in ms
72d year. Senator Bailey will be intercepted today, Bo he may proceed
to Crystal Springs, Miss., where the
funeral will occur.
Senator Leaves Tonight
Washington, D. C, March 21. Senator Bailey has received no dispatches
informing him of his father's death,
but Is making arrangements to leave
tonight.

CONGRESSMEN JICGUNG
MILITARY MATTERS.
Washington, P.
larch 21. The
congressmen w! o ' " nt on aeolish-I'eiming the grade of
general
came near, fvoinh
oversight, put
ting out of serv lee
present incline
.
Iient, Lieut. Gen. Ill
mid the ol- fleers of the retire
d, (Jen. Miles
urse, no such
and Gen. Chaffee. u
Injustice was int. n
but this was
ug of the bill.
the effect of the
lie
accordingly,
piiraseoloL'.v
chancel bo as t
'cct Generals
s,
Miles, Chaffee and
should Ihe
after General
i'l become a la
'
.,
tin;
Bated' retirement
appolnt- to succeed
"tent of General ('
him in the grade. .'! 'i depends up- on the prom it
'h which the
is enacted, as
whether either
General fori. in or
"era MacAr- t hur
prive, (,f the
is ruled out .
iik
lieutenant
iiiortunitv (,f
videittly bent
Connie on abolishing the "
and army
fleers havu becon
to the
law. The matter
caused consid-ai- y
entitle agitation la
circles for
great ,)eal of
several months ai
yed in tome of
feeling lias been d
th- - iV.
congress and
(..
.uts'd'cf the r?.
:

ni-l-

13-ln- ch

At last night's meeting
of the
Commercial club at their rooms In the
Commercial club building on the proposition to enlarge the woolen inillq,
both In their scope of trade and producing facilities, tho committee haying the matter In hand was given an
extension of time in which to make
Its report to the club.
Irrigation projects, looking to the
betterment of Albuquerque, and the
enriching of the Rio Grande valley
land adjactnt to this city, was discussed at some length, but no definite
action taken.
The matter of a daylight train to
El Paso was mentioned, but no action
of any kind was taken by the club,
and it Is not probable that the matter
will be agitated very strenuously,
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ANTHRACITE OPERATORS
KICK AT CONCILIATION.
New York, March 21. The demand
of the anthracite miners for the readjustment of wages and conditions la
the anthracite field, would, if granted,
mean a veritable revolution in mining
conditions, according to a statement
Issued by the operators' committee of
seven, today. The statement declares
it a mistake to assume that the eight
hour day and 10 per cent Increase
were the sum total of the demands of
the miners.
"New and uniform scale," says the
statement, "would place every man on
the stime basis, increasing the wages
of some men as much as 150 per cent.
The average increase under the uniform scale would be 30 per cent for
outside men. The proposed schedule
would mean a veritable revolution. In
mining conditions."
WILFULLY SACRIFICED.
New York, March 21.

of prominence,

A

contractor

according to Joslah
Strong, recently told blm that the
killing of workmen was cheaper than
protecting them.
statement
The
created a stir last night, when made
by Dr. Strong, who is president of
the American Institute of Social Service, at the municipal art dinner.
"Nine men are killed in New York,
every day," he continued4; "In accidents, which, for the most part, are
avoidable...
Our city Is becoming a
veritable human shambles.
Coal
mines and railroads, ho ' said were
slaughter houses for laboring men.
Last year there were 2.G00 accidents
to laboring men that the public knew
nothing about.
NIGHT OPERATOR AT

AND FRATERNALISM

j

FROM PRIMARIES
HELD IN MILWAUKEE,
Milwaukee, Wis., March 21. Coin- plete returns of yesterday's primary
for nominations on the city
show that Mayor Pavld S.
ed. for the
Hose has been
S. M.
fifth lime, by the democrats.
will b ad the republican'tickct,
and William A. Arnold will head the
RETURNS

Oiling the great ralssnary purposes
Minneapolis, Minn., March 21.
Hundreds of delegates representing of the church. Among iuose in atof tendance are the Illshops E. G. Anthe various Methodist churches
Wisconsin and Minnesota met here drews, John 11. Vfncent and Wm. K.
this morning in the Wesley church McDowell and many other prominent
misministers and laymen of the church
to hold an important lnter-stat- e
sionary convention. The purpose of in the west.
j
the convention is to bring together
conference and district officers of tne SUNSHINE SOCIETY
HOLD STATE MEETING.
different organizations of the church,
Brooklyn, N. Y., March 21. Delethe pastors and representatives from
the local churches and young peoples gates of the 227 branches in the
societies within the bounds of the (Southern New York stato division of
is
Wisconsin, West Wisconsin,
Sunshine society
the International
sofa and Northern Minnesota Confer-tlcket- s, openeil their annual session this
some
morning
ences, for tho consideration of
at the Sunshine Rest, Crop-se- y
avenues,
of the problems fundamental to the
and Twenty-thir- d
L. I. The beautiful building,
Christian occupation of tne unevan-Ileckgelized nations and also for prayer, which will be used as the headquartfellowship and discussion of methods ers of the society as well, as for a
and the best helps available for fill- - rest luiiue for those unfortunate ptxir
who need rest and sunshine.
The
state meet inn is the occasion for the
formal opening of the home and the
olllenll hoiiHcwarining.
There wns a
short session this morning and there
will be another meeting In the afternoon. Iletween the sessions the dele-gat- ts
and visitors, all of whom are
welcome, will have an opportunity ti
inspect the handsome and well equipped building.
Minne-clectiot-

Hen-sonhu-

er

i

STATE ANNIVERSARY

STATE
l'a., March 21. At
of ihe board of pardons,
the
which will convene tins utiernoon, a
will hti submitted to com- ,.
death sentence of (ioorge
Innegro hoodoo
doctor,
ii) itn- il of the Dan, murdi
a
J'hiUid.-lpaia-

. .

Commencement at Calisle.
Carlisle. l'a., March 21. This is
the flay for the annual commencement
The
of the Indian Industrial school.
commencement will la.--t two days and
tile program will be practically the
same as last year. it. had originally
Jt.tii Intended to cliangt the dale of

1

-

--

Indianapolis, Ind., March 21. Tho
Joint scale committee of the Joint
conference of coal operators and miners in the central competitive field,
went Into session today. There were
thirty-fou- r
men present when tbe.
conference was called to order in
session. This conference has
for Its object the arrival at an agreement and adoption of a wage scale, i

.

--

tion of the order in New Jersey !s
Letter than it has ever been.
Kxeepting the regular routine work
communications, the
of the annual
i ll etion
of officer:;, leports of committees, etc., no mutters of great importance will come up for consideration.

TENNESSEE ARCANUM.
Mie
21.
Knoxvillc, Tenn., March
: ,v;il
Oiand Council of Tennessee,
Arc. mum. opened its ;i'in'.t:il xs.-nury
here todnv. The attendance
large and every b... in the s;a'e is
Grand il. tit L. K
represented.
The
Francis of Memphis is
Arcanum
local Indues of the Koya!
have made ouensiw preparations for
t lu- - entertainment
of ti'-- ' in"U'.nrs oi
the grand council ami a number of
.social functions have Ic: n arrant .1
!n t !'"'!' honor.

WORKMEN

RELIGION, CHARITY

nt

COUNCIL

OF

CRIMINALS, INDIANS,

AMONG FRATERNITIES

CRAND

SACRIFICE

SWALLOWS ARRESTE.Lt.
Pueblo, Colo., March 21. Night
Operator Van Dusen, for whom Operator Lively was working at Swallows
station, last Friday night, when the
COMMERCIAL CLIB
collision on the Rio Grande road ocNew York Money Market.
curred, has leen arrested here. He
MET LAST NIGHT
New York, March 21. Money on will he taken to Fremont conntw this
call, easier at 5Vi per cent; prime afternoon. He says he knows nothing;
ENLARGING
OF WOOLEN MILLS mercantile
paper, B5
per centJof the whereaiouts of Lively, who it
AND OTHER IMPORTANT SUB- Sliver, 65V4c.
i8 belived, has disappeared.
,
JECTS, UP FOR DISCUSSION.

break today. Throughout all tho pub- were
lie schools exercisi
bebl 111 sodal democrats.
honor of the man who drove Maxl- tnillian from Mexico. The most novel
feature of the celebr.r ion on (be bor
der was that the sr :1 children of
rung, marched
El Paso, nearly a,""1'
to Juarez, opposite 1. ':iso, and took
part in the exerciv -

m-ti- i

g.

DAILY

HOW LABORERS' LIVES

NEW YORK MILITIA
with all the latest government supplies, such as ambulances, wagons,
stretchers, cots, etc. It will consist for
the present of four officers and forty-si- x
enlisted men. The latter, who
must be of superior intelligence, will
be enlisted for five years. The commanding officer will be a surgeon with
the rank of major, and tho other commissioned ofllcers will be three assistant surgeons with ihe rank of
captain. Among the enlisted men will
be the proper quota of hospital sergeants, men Instructed In diet and ordinary cooking, trained nurses, etc.,
and also a sergeant who must be a
pharmacist.
All that medical science has learned
in the
war will be
taken into account by the new field
hospital, and it will have a portable
laboratory, where water, food, ground,
etc., can be examined, in order to
prevent disease. New York will be
the first state, where the National
Guard will be equipped with such an
outfit. Tho new hospital service can
easi'y be expanded, if tho necessity
should arise, as in case of trouble. In
addition to thorough Instruction In
medical duties, each man will be Instructed In horsemanship, with and
without Baddle and the state will
make proper allowance for this and
other expenses connected with the
I)r. William S. Terri- new branch.
berry yf the Twelfth regiment, will
nospitai. lie
command me now
will probably be assisted by Dr. WilTwenty-third
liam E. Butler of the
regiment and I r. T. A. Neal, late of
the Seventh regiment.

MUTINIES FOLLOW DEATH
OF LIEUTENANT SCHMIDT.
St. Petersburg. March 21. Sensational reports current last night that
the execution of former Lieutenant
Schmidt, leader of the naval mutiny
at SebastoiKtl, November last, had
been followed by an extensive mutiny
of sailors at Sela8topol
yesterday,
turns out to be unfounded. The correspondent of the Associated Press at
Sevastopol telegraphs tuaixall is quiet
there.

DEATH OF SENATOR

HER HERO'S BIRTH

FOR WOMEN.

Loudon, March 21. The first smoking car ever reserved for women In
Great Britain, left Ixmdon for Liverpool today. A window bore a label
reading: "Ladles' smoking." The innovation attests tho spread of smoking among the women of England
during recent years.

iP2y&v
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FIELD HOSPITAL FOR

.

The Joint Scale Commit-

Dele-

SMOKING CARS FOR WOMEN ANTHRACITE

DOWN CLOVE

OF INTEREST1 CHIEFLY
HERE IN NEW MEXICO
Special to Evening Citizen:
Washington, D. C, March 21. Sen
ator Penrose of Pennsylvania, has In
troduced in the upper house, the fol
lowing bills, introduced in the bouse
of representatives by Delegate An
drews:
Another Judicial district for New
Mexico, public building at Albuquer
iue, $20,000 for a new Indian school
at Santa Fe.
Andrews was one of tho few rep
resentatives who attended the Camp
ers executive labor committee conference with the speaker of the house
New York, March 21. An ImporIn his conference lobby. The Patterson bill fixes the northern boundary tant step for the benefit of the mediof New Mexico, In connection with a cal department of the New York National Guard will be the formation of
part of the Ixjundary of Oklahoma.
a field hospital, to be attached to the
National Guard headquarters.
It is
ALBUQUERQUE EAGLES
believed that the new branch will
caring
ARE AT LAS VEGAS greatly facilitate the proper
for the sick or wounded, in case the
National Guard should be called out
Yesterday afternoon In The Even- for camp service or riot duty. This Is
ing Citizen, it was stated that, to some extent, an experiment, and it
Moore, is expected that other states will folAlessrs. McKee, Sheridan,
.Sherman, Barnes and Westerfeld, all low the example of New York, should
members of the local order of Eagles, the experiment prove a success. '
nad g'.ne to Las Vegas to Institute a
The field hospital will conform to
new aerie tht-reThe optic of yes- army methods as far as the state serfollowing
terday contains the
article vice will permit, and will not in any
way Interfere with the present regirelative to said visit:
"Mayor Frank McKee, of Albu- mental hospital corps, whicA will requerque, territorial organizer of the main unchanged. The field hospital
lodge of Eagles; J. J. Sheridan, W. 13. will be a great aid to the regimental
Moore, H. E. Sherman, J. W. Barnes organizations in many ways and can
and Henry Westerfeld, all prominent supply them wltn medical supplies
citizens of Albuquerque, and members such as drugs, dressings, etc., when!
of the Albuquerque degree team of they run short. Not the least Imthe Eagles, arrived on No. 10 this af- portant work of the field hospital
ternoon and tonight will preside at be its aid to the regimental hospital
the raising of some hundred aspiring corps in caring for the sick and inyoung Las Vegas birdlets to tho ex- jured. All sick men In care of the
regimental hospital who may not have
alted rank of Kagles.
hours,
"According to rumor there will be recovered after twenty-fou- r
creat goings on at the Fraternal can be turned over to tho field hosarmy.
pital,
The
us is done in the
Brotherhood hall tonight. The visit
ing Kagles haven't brought a goat. In field hospital will then be resionsible
fart, a goat is not In use in their for the sick or Injured and, if men nre
business, but they have a device des- unable to be removed, to a permanent
ignated to illustrate various methods city hospital they will be cared for in
of aerial fligh', parabolic curves and Ith etleld until recovered and a regi
nil the tiioti ;ns required of candi- ment will not be loaded down with
dates, and in the illustration of the sick or injured men.
The field hospital will bo equipped
It.mee work on several of the new
Kaales all the paraphernalia will be
utilized.
'The visitors are being entertained
this afternoon by a drive up the car.-on- .
They wire given dinner at the
Castanoda ho el upon arrival, and to
after the business is over, a banil
quet will l.e served, for Eagles, be it
unicmbi red, are birds of choice and
have discriminating and never falling
Appetites.
The new lodge will start with excellent prospects."
Trenton, N. J., March 21. The
ll!'th annual communication of the
ANNUAL DOG SHOW
OPENS IN DETROIT. Grand Indge of Tree and Accepted
Jtro;t. Mich.. March 21. The first Masons of New Jersey will open here
In
tinnual dot show under the auspices today at the Masonic Temple.
of the Wolverine Kennel club will open connection with this communication
even-JuArmory
this
at t!ie I. in!" Guard
the (Hand Chapter Royal Arch MaThe exhibition is held under the sons will hold
its annual convocation
cluii
Kennel
rules of t!' American
and will lat four days. There is a here.
The reports to be presented i.t
classes. The list of prizes
1otal of
Lodge meeting will show that
considering the fact
is quite l.i
during the past Masonic year the
arthai this is the first exhibition
ranged by the club. Many prominent Masons of New Jersey have made the
progress In the'r history. At
breeders an I Kennel clul s leave con- greatest
hi.-- t
annual communication of the
tributed special prizes to lift com- ihe
peted for in tin' different c!a,ses. 'Ihe Grand Lodge in l'.tos the membership
judges se'ected for this occasion are in the Mate wits found to be I'.j. (mo.
.lames Mor'imer. Hempstead. L. I.: J. and tlio increase during the past
M. Avent, Hickory Valley. Teiiu.; J. J. twelve inouins nns neeti about -- .t"".
l.vnn. Port Huron. Mich.: Win. E. In finances ton l irge advances have
Warner. J let roll. a.d ltudiey K. Wat been made and it will be shown at
t!:e convocation that the fiscal c.indi- trs. Grand f ;I : Mich.

Algcciras, but

HUMAN LABOR

Hopeful.

Commerce Commission Kill Bankers Are Called Into
Investigate Fraud PracCourt Over Deposits of
ticed by Shippers.
County Funds.
NEW

IN FIELD OF

gates Are More

gig

GRINDING OIL HEARING IS POSTPONED

NUMBER 71

HAS BEEN DONE

"

House

EVENING, MAHUII 21. l!)00.

THE GRAFTERS

ON STATEHOOD

ment

WKDXbSDAY
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District Attorney Hell.n,,
av' or June, but no change was
ai torney,
aU i,,,,,,, h it I1UIV llt, Illaill, for
(l.jvernof
h:i.the intercession
,u.xt j ,.ar. There wilj be verv little
!y
great
I'eiinypai-i.ehas
been
and
or
oratorv. but an interesting display of
by the governor ! answer.
lif Niuia-eie work of the students.
tinthe
board
l;i
before
matter
t,
It
is
n il
considered
Texas Celebrates Independence Day.
ins
21. The
March
no' k;'H" than j""' 'hat Uoss,.)-- ' life; Hal vest tin. Tex.,
.
Mrs. D.in. (lie anniversary of the signing of the
f;,,iii;d I"
of Independence,
i.eiiMl in the crime, who actually Texas declaration
,;j ; me ii!'ir,. r, had her s i.IeiH e which was first read under a grove
'
jiiipi'is.iiimeiit
for life, of hpre.iding live oak irees at the vil- cotiiiieit'
lias become
of Columbia, on the banks of the
weak
ii. L!ro
hi.- - long
conliiiemeiit lli;,zos river, in is:iti, was observed
Iniiide
pris.'m and U con- - here today in the usual manner. The
in .Me,ime(is!i;g
r- ly
for his celebrai ion is of a rather quiet char- si,, ii
,,vriet attorney, as well after. Mo.--l business houses were
,,c!j,,
if at d the oflicials of the close,
at least half the day and tit all
iis (,,.
.i.e (O'iri all fjvor a com- - sehoo.s laulotie celebrations will l.e
polio
lit lire.
bel l ill the afternoon.
,1
inula
of

Allen C Thomas, llosa.--
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ENCAMPMENT

GRAND ARMY REPUBLIC.
Minneapolis, Minn., March 21. The

Minnesota statu encampment

Grand

Army of tho
opened here today.
The attendance is quite large
ana besides the veterans a great
many excursionists are in town. The
no etings will be held in Mc Kiuley hail,
while the camp-fire- s
will bo held in

the Auditorium. Klaborale programs,
have been prepared and tho veterans
w ill he rovallv enlei taiueil
dnriio? tint
two flays of ihe encampment.
The great topic of discussion at the
nieelitms will be the consideration of
the preparations for l ho national encampment of the (Iraiid Army, which
will be held in this city in August.
The Minnesota department is planning great things for the national
enacmpment.
These plans will be
discussed and a definite campaign will
lie mapped out.
Another Important
matter which will be considered in
the proposition to change the dates
of the state encampments. This evening a big cauiptlre will e on the
program, with speeches, nin.-t-c
atut
songs.
Migitiu "f
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ORDINANCE

Approved :

NO. 337.

WHY IS SIMPSON

FRANK Mc KEE.
Mayor.
Ordinance amending Sections t!8 Altest:
and 85 nf the Compiled Ordinances
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
of the City of Albuquerque. Mew

IN

INTERESTED
ORGAN LIS1R1CT?

n

Mexico.

Be it ordained by the City Council of
the City of Albuquerque, New .Mexico:
Section 1. There shall be no fees
for permits for repairs, when such
repairs shall cost less than one hundred dollars; for work costing more
than one hundred dollars and not
more than one thousand dollars the
fee shall be one tlollar; for work costing more than one thousand dollars
the same fees shall be paid as for
building permits.
Sec. 2. All owners nnd contractors
shall pet a permit from the Building,
Plumbing and Electrical Inspector before commencing any alteration or repairs on any building.
Sec. 3. The fee for all permits for
signs extending over sidewalks shall
be fifty cents for each permit.
Sec. 4. That Section 85 of Combe
amended by
piled Ordinances
striking out the first words "All persons conducting" and the following
words be inserted in lieu thereof:
"All owners of buildings conducted
as" and that the following words be
added to said section "and he shall
issue a certificate of- inspection on
payment of one dollar."
Sec. 5. All ordinances and parts of
ordinances in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed.
Duly passed this 19th day of March,
-

ORDINANCE

NO. 348.

An Ordinance prescribing the salaries
of the elective officers or the City
of Albuquerque, New Mexico:
He it Ordained by the oty Council
of the City of Albuquerque, NewMexico:
Section 1. That the salaries of the
elective otlicers of the city shall for
the two next ensuing fiscal years and
until the election and qualification of
.

-

their successors be as follows:

The City Clerk, $100 per month,
per
$25
and the City Treasurer,
month, payable quarterly; and it Is
further provided that the City Clerk,
in addition to said sum. shall receive
and hereby is empowered to collect
from every license the sum of fifty
cents clerical fee for the issue of each
and every license now provided by or
dinance; or hereafter provided by ordinance.
Duly passed this 19!h day of March,
1906.

Approved:
FRANK Mc KEE,
Mayor.

Attest:

HARRY

F. LEE, City Clerk.

THAT INSURMOUNT
ABLE BARRIER

PLEA

From Nogales Oasis.
In a letter received from Mr. Allen
T. Bird, written while passing tnrough
New Mexico last week, he said:

FRANK Mc KEE,

Mayor.

Attest:

F. LEE, City Clerk.

HARRY

"When the train crossed the continental divide I could not help re
ORDINANCE NO. 338.
calling the vociferous and indignant
An Ordinance to prevent the collec- eloquence that has been wasted about
it as
tion of paper, packing material, me difficulty in surmounting
excelsior, tratsh and debris of every presented by the opponents of Jointof Arizona and New Mexico which
kind in store buildings and ware- ure
they hav presented as one of their
houses.
In an issue of thtTCon
Be it Ordained by the City Council "arguments."
gressionai itecora wincn arrived a
of the City of Albuquerque, New few
days before we started I noticed
Mexico:
speech by one of the "anti" con
Section 1. That it shall be unlaw- agressmen,
in which he described the
ful fbr any person, firm or corporation
divide as "an insurmountto allow paper, packing material, ex- continental
barrier, plainly intended by nacelsior, trash and debris of any kind able
to keep forever separate Ari
to collect and remain in or alout any ture and
New Mexico."
How is that
store building, warehouse, or house of zona
for rhetoric? The gentleman probany kind used as a store building or ably
is ignorant of the fact that three
warehouse within the limits of the
City of Albuquerque, New Mexico; transcontinental railways cross the
except that the said paper waste, continental divide between Arizona
packing material, waste excelsior, and New Mexico, viz: The Santa Fe,
Southern Pacific and the El Paso
trash and debris of every kind be kept the
& Southwestern.
Upon
the latter
in a closed box or barrel; and said (which
differs In nowise from the
4ox or barrel shall be emptied at least
two)
we found the line win. ling
once a week; provided, that the above other
the broad sloping rnesa on the east
and foregoing shall not apply to ma- up
of the San Simon valley into
terials so used for packing purposes side
Apache Pass, at the south end of the
when said materials are kept stored Chiricahua
mountains, which pass is
In an enclosed receptacle.
9
Ttn.l i, (.. Ii.,..,!,.. mo, In llio a narrow vale, gently sloping upward
v,d ,w'ln B jT'!
Vh
duty of the Chief of the Fire Depart- - 1' ,h
mesa
no steeper than that on
ment to inspect all store buildings, low.
Reaching the top of the divide
warehouses and buildings used as the train
pitched over the summit,
store buildings or warehouses within following down
the east side the same
the City of Albuquerque at least once narrow
vale, finally emerging upon a
each calendar month.
Sec. 3. That any person, firm of broad mesa, slopping into another
valley in New Mexico. All the
corporation violating the provisions of great
way
the grade out of the San SiSection one of this ordinance, or who mon up
the locomotive whisked
shall refuse to allow the Chief ef the valleyalong
easily at a speed of
the Fire Department to make proper fortytrain
an hour and alongside the
inspections
of the store building, track miles
good wagon
road over
warehouse, or house used as a store- - which isan a automobile
could make
building or warehouse, belonging to, twenty-five
an liour without an
or under the control of said person, effort. And miles
that Is the continental difirm or corporation, shall upon con- vide
insuperable obstacle deviction thereof be fined in a Bum not signed the
by nature to separate Arizona
less than five dollars, nor more than and New Mexico
forever."
fifty dollars, or imprisoned not less
than five days nor more than thirty
Afflicted With Rheumatism.
days, or by both such fine and impris"I was and am yet afflicted with
onment at the discretion of the court. rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. Iiayne,
Sec. 4. All ordinances and ps.'s of editor of tho Herald. Addington, Inordinances in conflict herewith are dian Territory, "but thanks to Chamhereby repealed.
berlain's Pain Halm am aide once
Duly passed this l'.Hh day of March, more to attend to business. It is the
1906.
best of liniments." If troubled with
Approved
rheumailsm give Pain Italm a trial
FRANK Mc KEE.
you are certain to be more than
and
.Mayor.
pleased with the prompt relief it afAttest:
fords. One application relieves the
HakRY F. LEE. City Clerk.
pain. For sale by all druggists.
.

:

ORDINANCE

NO. 347.

Ordinance creating the office of
Humane Officer, Ills duties and etc.
Be it Ordained by the City Council
of the City of Albuquerque, New

An

Mexico:

Section 1. The Mayor, upon the
recomuiuudution of some humane society and the consent of the City
Council, shall appoint a competent
and a humane person to the position
of Humane Officer. He shall hold office the same as other city officers
and he shall serve without compensation.
Sec. 2. The Humane Officer shall
have police powers and he may make
arrests for any violation of any city
It shall be bis duty to
ordinance.
arrest any and all violators of any ordinances against cruelty to animals, to
kill all permanently disabled animals;
and Chapter IX of Compiled Ordinances of 1905 Is hereby amended so
Cat filthai it he Pound Master and
er shall hereafter serve under the supervision of the Humane Officer.
Sec.! 3. The Humane Officer shall
nave power wilh the consent of the
council to appoint deputies who rhall
also serve without compensation.
Sec. 4. Any person or persons who
overload, overwork, cruelly beat,
torment, mutilate or cruelly kill

lg

tor-lur-

e,

FORMER
PRESIDENT OF NEW
MEXICO RAILWAY & COAL COMPANY MAKES QUIET TRIP OF
INVESTIGATION.

Without any blare of trump.-i- s
of cymbals, C. D. Simpson,
formerly presldeti' of the New Mexico
Railway and Coal company, since it
was absorbed by the Piielps-Uodgcompany, Is said to have tuen pur
suing a quiet investigation into the
resources :.f the Organ Mountain mining district, of Dona Ana county, this
territory, (luring the past two weeks.
This unexpected informal ion comes
from Las Cruces. Instead of returning from the coast with his party a
few wieks ago, Mr. Simpson said
that he would return to New York by
a northern route.
Instead rf taking the first speedy
train to the me'ropolls, Mr. Simpson
,
is said to have made his way to
from which poirt lie went down
over the ?anta Fe to I. as Cruces.
Accompanied by a resident of the
district, Mr. Simpson made a thorough
tour of Investigation ct the mining region near Organ, N. M.
Mr. Simpson, it is said, did not entirely relinquish his holdings when
tho northeastern was acquired by the
Phelps-Dodgcompany.
e

Rin-con-

e

1906.

Approved:

'j--
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Montezuma Trust Co.

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

NEV

ALBUQUERQUE,
Hero

LOST

LIFE

ALAM0G0RDO

FIRE

4- -

MEXICO

Make your wants
known
tttrougn

sertlon.
MINIMUM

CHARGE,

trtese columns.

15c.

Sherlock.
The
"Watson," said Sherlock Hones,
"have you ever stopped to think of
the ease with which a man can efface
himself from public view and at the
same time remain on earth and calmly
enjoy himself while the police are
turning the world upside down to find
Ever-Wis- e

him':

admitted I had not, and added,
"On the contrary, I always supposed
it was Impossible for a fugitive from
justice to enjoy himself. I always
imagined the mental torture of a man
being sought by the police was so
great that It drove him to surrender
sooner or later. And I thought It impossible for a man to evade the police
any great length of lime."
"How absurd!" exclaimed Hones.
"My dear Watson, why do you not
read the daily papers? Tut. tut, don't
protest that you do. You glance at
the sporting page, I know, and in the
base ball season you read every Item.
You look at the pictures and the marriage licenses, but you do not read
the papers. If you did, you would
"
know that John D. Rockefeller
"Oh. I know all about his disapI
"Hut
pearance," I Interrupted.
supposed he was having a hard time
to keep under cover."
"Rubbish," said Holmes, pulling out
another pink pill. "If you would stop
and think you would see the folly of
your deduction. If John D. were having difficulty in evading the police,
naturally It would cost him considerable money
o let us drop your deduction at once.
Watson, I know
where John D. Rockefeller is this very
minute, and I could place my hand
on him within au hour."
"(let him," I cried. "It would be
Think
a great feather in your cap!
"
of the honor
"My dear Watson," broke in Hones,
"in some ways you are the most
man I ever knew. John D. Roeke-- l
Fur be
lb r is out of public view.
it I'nim me to bring the world's nbuse
down upon my head by doing any
thing that will bring him back.
1

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

AND BUILDER,

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work sollc
bed. Automatic phone. 724; shop at
911 North Second
street, Alhuquer

C 1

tt

Capital and Surplus

GHizsn Ads Will Reach Them
trthnlcial pewit tons r'.y-'par, P'it
njvrrr;

i

I have property in
Illinois, iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk wittl
me.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broad wn v

ri

to 9A.O0O a
MDrrlmiff
IL you lf
1 hem
I
l
llrv yon are the

tttpsi 1
ft h t iiui. lor iny
I W
place
for book-rito to-dbare offirea tn fill larpe cttlcn ;tnd otter the Biirtt

OPEN

method ol nmiLcimg yuur ability lor ereiy cent I.
In worth.

Jfapgoodt

$100,000

!

TO EXCHANGE

.00t
fimrnp.ihic.

" "I POSITIONS
u(

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

STRAYED.

(ton.). Brain Brokers

STRAYED OR STOLEN
917 Cbimlcal Building, bt LouLe
heifer; black; white RfKt on
forehead.
Finder, or anyone furwanted!
nishing Information leading to revv a.n I'M)
Hell boys at the Alvarado
covery of animal will receive liberal
Hotel at once.
reward. Address J. B. Bush, Box
W A N TED Fi i c lass
1U12
cook.
48, Albuquerque.
Railroad avenue.
Typewriting ana stenoWANTED
Co
graphic work. Miss Dlackall. The
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Alvarado.
WANTED At once, a good woman Wagons and other Chattels; also on
cook.
Address, M. Rutz, Commer- SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
cial hotel, Helen, N. M.
-as
as $200.00. Lins are quickly made
V A NTETPi rsTflb rigov"
In
Time;
strictly private.
One
'"r out of the city. Experienced. and
month to one year given. Goods reAddress, C. T., this office
main In your possession. Our rates
WANTED Car .load or good, gentle, are reasonable. Call and see us benative ponies. See F. K.
fore borrowing.
at T. J. Shinick's blackTHE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
smith shop. Copper r.venue.
Steamship tickets to and from all
housekeeper
WANTED
parts of the world.
Poition as
for gentleman by German woman.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
City or ranch. Address Emma Weis
315 West Railroad Ale.
Albuquerque.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
WANTED Energo ic man to travel
for A 1 life Insurance company; libFINE RANCH
eral rffer will be made to richt
One mile from Postoffice.
man. Address. P, O. Hox,
Santa Fe, N. M.
WANTED
liy Chicago wholesale
14 ACRES
and mall order house, assistant
ALFALFA
manager (man or woman) for this
LARGE ORCHARD
county and adjoining territory. SalHOUSE
ary, $20 and expenses, paid weekly;
Expense money advanced. Work
house on North
Also
pleasant; position permanent.
No
street, three blocks from nail-roa- d
investment or experience required. Fifth avenue.
This must go.
Spart time valuable. Write at once
for full particulars and enclose
envelope.
SuperintendPORTERFIELD CO.,
ent, 132 Lake street, Chicago, 111.
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
MALE HELP WANTED.
Notarial
work and conveyancing.
MEN WANTED Wages paid while
learning the barber trade; situaspecial
tions guaranteed;
rate.
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
w
o
Cal.
c
30
eacn
to
Men in
WANTED
stale
travel, post signs, advertise and
leave samples of our goods. Salary
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
Three-year-ol-

d

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

"

Money
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Loan
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q&

Extends to DeposLors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

TOPEKA

&

FE

SANTA

RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Officers' and Director.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3

five-roo-

President

M. W. FLOURNOY

Vice President

FRANK McKEH
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

d

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
,
Director
U. S. DEPOSITORY.

,,

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

j jj

JS.'

T

...

$500,000.)
$250,000.00

6anta Fa Railway Company

CD

RENT

FOR-

50c.

Alamo-fordo- ,
from
special dispatch
to the El Paso Herald, ilat'-March 20, says:
This morning about 4 o'clock fin' O'le. N M.
broke out in the Wertine rt niiir;
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer aDd V. O. Walling
house on Pennsylvania avenue, Ala
inogordo, which resulted in the loss ford, rooms 46 47, Harnett building
of one life, as well as the house and Albiiniiero.u. N. M. Both 'phones.
furnishing and the personal c,Tec;s
CIVIL ENGINEER.
of all the occupants, numbering aboii'
J. R. Farwell,
twelve. Including the family of WilRoom 23. N. T Armijo Hulldlng
a tin, who was conducting the
liam
ro niing house.
BEAUTY CULTURE.
The man who lost his life was WilMRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
liam lllggenbottom, a blacksmith, who
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
came here trom Hall county, Texas.
Late of New York city. The latest
Mr. Gattin, proprietor of the house,
scientific appliance and up to date
was badly burned ak Hit the head.
methods fo- - treating the hair, face
A Scientific Wonder.
end scalp. Complexion steaming aad
The cures that stand to its credit
manicuring and shampoo
water
make Huckleti's Arnica Salvo a scien- Ing. Electrolytic
automatic
avenue.
tific wonder.
It cured E. R. Mulford, massage, CI 3 West Gold
lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry, A li
iitiorin 279.
Waynebboro, Pa., of a distressing case
NOTARY PUBLIC.
It heals tho worst bums.
of piles.
res, Ixils, ulcers, cuts, wounds, chilThos. K. D. Maddison.
blains ami faith rheum. Only 25c at Ottlce with W. n. Clillders, 117 V
Ciolj avenue.
all drug stores.

A

One cent per word, each In

Torture by Savages.
"Speaking of the torture tn which
some of the savage tribes in the Philippines subject their captives, reminds
me of the intense suffering I endured
for three months from Inflammation
of the kidneys," says W. M. Sherman of Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped r uRTtKrFuruished rooms in a
me until I tried Electric Bitters, three
private family. 511 South Third
bottles of which completely cured me.'
street.
Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blood
disorders and malaria; and restores FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. 413
he weak and nervous to robust health'
West Silver avenue.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Price
or
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r cause Or allow the
shall be deemed O
A
Kiiillv iif crueliv to animals.
I
6
I A
person who shall 9
Sec. 6. Any
cruelly work any tun mod, Itilirm, sick
or disabled animnl, or cause or allow the same to be done, shall be j
deemed guilty of cruelly to animals.
Sec. 6. Any person who shall fall
refuse or neglect to provide miy unl-mr 1 CT BUI DAin . M r ,n
In his charge or custody as ownuppume neynoias new Bldg.
er or otherwise with proper food,
drink or shelter, or who curries any
animal In or upon any vehicle or oth
erwise in a cruel or innumiin man- Is now open with a new and
tier, shall bo deemed guilty of cruelly
to miliums.
C'
complete line of
person who shall
See. 7. Any
abandon any old, maimed, infirm, sick
or disabled animal or allow the same
to be loaded or driven, or keep or
DRUGS, MECICINES,
treat any nnimnl In nn unnecessarily
cruel manner, shall lie deemed guilty
SUNDRIES,
of cruelty to animals.
Sec. 8. A corporation which vio
TOILET PREPARATIONS,
lates any provision of the preceding
o
sections shall be punished bv a fine
as herein provided, and shall be re
ETC., ETC.
sponsible for the knowledge and acts
of Its agents nnd servants relative to
animals transported, owned or used
And) is prepared to fill prescrlp-by it or in its custody.
Sec. 9. Any one found guilty of
tions promptly and accurately.
cruelty to animals shall be punished
by a fine of not less than five dollars
nor more than fifty dollars for the
first, offense, and for any subsequent
offense by a fine of not less than ten
dollars nor more than one hundred or
by imprisonment in the city or county
Jail for a period not less than nve
days nor more than thirty days at the
EAST
RAILROAD
AVENUE 0
discretion of the court.
Dulv passed this llMh day of March,
OOOOOOOOOOpOOOOOOOC'i
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The State National Bank

-

ol Albuquerque, New Mexico

2

m

Capital Paid in
Surplus and Profits

$100,000 00
17,000 00

-

lug; large and airy; well ventilated;
well furnished; rent reasonable. 524
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Urick house, with bath,
DENTISTS.
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
Gunsul.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
FOR RENT Gold Avenue
Hotel,
Dental Surgeon.
completely furnished.
John M.
Room 15 and 16, Grant block, over
Moore Realty Co.
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
FOfLSALE.
mall.
FOR SALE One saddle mare, cheap.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
J. W. McQuade, 234 North Walter
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
street.
p, m.; 1:30
FOR. SALE One Jersey heifer, cheap". hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30
m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap U
Inquire Mrs. J. Monahan, Ruby p.
polntments made by mall.
house.
PHYSICIANS.
FOR SALE All lots in Coronada
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 Souti
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Broadway.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
SELL. HEM' OK TRADE
jour
Room 25, Whiting building, over
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
Vann's drug store. Automatic
South Hroadway.
telephone, 410.
FOR 'SALE Horse and rubber tire
DR. R. L. HUST,
buggy; animal perfectly city broke.
Will .Meats, 415 South Edith street.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
FOR SALE A drug store in good lit
Tuberculosis treated with
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpadElectrical Current and Gerden, Him South Broadway.
micide. Treatments given each day
p. m. Trained nurse
FOR SALEoTirTRADE
a good busi-nes- s from 8 a. m. to 4Both
'phones.
for city property. T. L. Mc- in attendance.
Spadden. 300 South Urosdway.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
&
FOR
SALE Cheap, FairDanks
power gasoline en- Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
Morse
gine, suitable for small pumping
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuade,
West Railroad
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise lines. Olfice, 313
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300 avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
South Hroadway.
p. n
SALE A hauusowe iiardmau
tun
piano, in fine condition and almost
DRS. W. H. & J. D. NUSBAUM,
hew, at a bargain.
For particuPhysicians and Surgeons,
lars, call at this office.
FOR SALE $25,000 rancn at a bar- Office over Hickox & Maynard's Jewelry
Store. Second street.
gain; will take small property in
exchange.
Write, wire, phone or
UNDERTAKER.
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
Auto, 'phone 310.
Colo. Red 115
Soiitti llnmdwav.
A. BORDERS,
ron tvi,w oil KaCHANGE For
City Undertaker.
effy or ranch property, a new furnBuilding. Blaclc
Club
ished rooming house. Best location Commercial
and white Tiear3e, $5.
In the citv. Address F. J., this office.
LAWYERS.
FOR SALE A good general merchanBernard 8. Rode,
dise nnd grocery business, with meat
ATTORNEY-ATLAW- .
Albuquerue
market included, and buildings for
rent.
Inquire. M. Dragoie, 3uO N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
North Hroadway.
FOR SALE Black Monoica and Bar Will practice in all courts of the terrired Plymouth Rock eggs, for natch tory and before the United State
land office.
ing; TT, rents per setting. Ed.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Ira M. Bona.

-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

President; Win. FARR, Vice President; J.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
E. A. MIE3A, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. II. CARNS.

O. N. MARRON,

B.

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

Q
Q

OCXCX000000000X
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High-Frequen- cy

FOR SALE a
releil, VJ gauge shotgun;

bran new
never las been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
FOR SALE The oldest and best
candy kitchen and ice
ice crtani parlo." In Albuquerque,
South Second street,
fall at
and iiui .stignte.
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 nxmiiug
bouses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South

:l

ATTORNEY-ATLAW-

.

32

D. C.

.

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RA1LI DAD AVENUE

oo

C o i i e ct
Com i n e ioi al
T? v i li t i ii o;
T h e CITIZEN JOB

Room

M.

Lattar Heads

Envelope
Not Hemda
Program
Invitation
Catalogue
Blank Booh

Receipt Booh
In

other word

t u rn out
very thing
a

we

printer hnow
how to do

a

. ...

coooooocoo otxoxoctxooo
RIGHT

B.
NEXT

Q

0
o
0
0
0
J

RUPPE

TO BANK Of

COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Aw

S PAINT
Always
BUILDING
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears
tock- plMtr' Llme Cetneat.
longest, most ecouomical, full
meagurePaint. Glass. Sain Doers.
FIRST 8TREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
-

ACCOUNTANT.
Books and
EXPERT ACCOUNTING
Red, statements prepared, Improved
sysiems installed. Twenty years'
guaranSatisfaction
experience.
teed. George 11. Browne, 110 South
Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.

ALBUQUERUB, N.

SHERMAN-WILLIA-

OlT TRADE

BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
to trale for city property. T. L.
McSpadden 300 South Rroadway.
McSPAhdev "The exchange man.
See Mm for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.

GROCER

.1. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

Office Crcm

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

LAND MATTERS.
Are you
H. W. S. Otero.
I have some
in mines?
Commissioner,
said to i,e good deals. Talk with 703United States Court
West Silver avenue. Will attend
Ule- T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad- to matters before the land office
WAV.
LE

17I

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

At Consistent Prices

Broaday.

FOR-SA-

L. B.

PRESCRIPTIONS

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

ESTABLISHED

P street

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
a. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
N. W., Washington,

"OLD RELIABLE"

q

t.
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EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21, 1906.

PAGI THREE.
NOTIlE

Wasted Lives

FOR CONGRESS ON A PLAT-

Notice Is hereby given that an election will be held In the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3, l!io6, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
Men and Women Who Are In Need of said day, at the following polling
place
a Helping Hand J. H. O'Rielly
Co. Offer a Way to Better Things.
First Ward City Hall.
MAYOR BEALL, OF ALTON.
Second Ward At office of Chaa
ILL.,
Is no more Irritating
or
There
Chadwlck
& Co., on Gold avenue.
HAS FOR HIS MOST CONSPICUg
nerve-rackincondition than that
Third Ward At office of E. II
ANTI-RACOUS PLANK
SUIcaused by a weak stomach. It gnaws Dunbar, on South Third street.
CIDE.
and wears upon every nerve fiber In
Fouith Ward Near corner of Copthe body and results In sleeplessness, per avenue and Third street.
MY MAYOR EI
headache, backache, rheumatic pains,
ME ALL,
At which said election the qualified
(Ed Ueall is the mayor of Alton, III.,
furred tongue, distress after entiug, electors of the faid City of Albuquer.
poor appetite and general weakness que. New Mexico, residing within the
ami has proven himself In many ways
ono of the staunchest champions of
and debility.
limits of the said city, shall choose
As we may look to a weakened th. following olllcers:
tne anti-racsuicide principle. HU
stomach for most of the chronic, or
friends are now booming hlni for
One Mayor For a term of two
lingering ills that weaken and rack years;
congress upon a platform in which his
our lives, It Is of the greatest Imopinions upon race suicide form the
One City Clerk For a term of two
portance to know that a remedy for years;
most conspiclous plank. Why he it
a militant opponent of race suicide is
stomach troubles Is at last offered by
One City Treasurer For a form of
a reliable drug firm In Albuquerque two vears.
told by himself especially for The
Two Members of the Citv Council
under a guarantee that It costs nothlivening Citizen.)
ing unless it cures.
from the First Ward One for a term
I am the father of a large family
J. II. O'Rielly & Co., knowing the of four years and one. for a term of
myself. I believe that I spenk with
formula of
authority born of experience when 1
feel that it will two years, to fill out an unexpired
be successful In every case where term.
nay that the truly happy homes are
it 13 used In accordance with direc
One Member of the C'ty Council
those where children are.
tions, that Is, one tablet before each from the Second Ward For a term
No home can be a real one, the
meal, and they offer to sell It under of four years;
ahrine at which its inmates worship,
an absolute guarantee to refund the
One Member of the City Council
unless there are little folks there to
money if It does not cure.
from the Third ward For a term of
cement the ties which have bound the
A large box of
members together. 1 believe that there
tablets costs four years.
One Member of the City Council
but 50 cents. If it helps you; nothing
should be little ones in every homo
from the Fourth Ward For a term of
unless it restores health.
where It is possible for them to be,
four years.
in order to maintain the high charCALL FOR REPUBLICAN PRIMAROne Member of the Board of Edu
acter that every true American wishes
IES
AND
CONVENTION.
cation from the First Ward For a
may le the distinguishing mark of
term of fotir years;
the American nation. If too much misPrimaries of the republican parly
1 wo
Members of the Board tor Edu
fortune does not como Into any man's
of the city of Albuquerque, New Mex- cation from
the Second Ward One
home, it. has been my observation
ico, are hereby called for Saturday, for a tern: of four years,
and one for a
that he always finds some way of proMAYOR ED IiEAI.I..
24,, I9uts, at 7:30 p. m., in the term
March
of two years, to fill out an unviding comforts and necessities of
seviVul
delegates
to
select
wards,
expired
term.
life for the little ones who have come
from each ward to atteud a city reOne Member of the Board of Edu
to make it happy ami to be the staff of who have nought t lio flats known in the latter. Necessity perhaps com-Ib- e publican convention, to be held In
Alton as "Stork's Nest" are of ihe pels her to do what inclination piomps Colombo ball, on Monday, Marcii 2ti, cation from the Third Ward For a
declining years of the parents.
of four years;
I believe in encouraging large fam- - 'chiiracter who can nnonl to give tneir in me ouier.
at 7:30 p. m., for the purpose tern
When I go to congress, If the peo- - llMMi,placing
One Member of the Board of Edu
ilies. whenever It Is possible. land children comforts, but perhaps do not
In
of
nomination
candidates
I
a
pie send me there,
would esteem it
from tho Fourth Ward For a
lords who discriminate against chil- eonsider themselves able to own
for the following city olllcers, to be cation
It is to such people that I one of the privileges of my life to
tern of four years;
dren and Increase the rent because home.
ensuing
for
to
at
voted
the
election,
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
there are little folks In the household turned. My own daughter, living in work all the time and work bard to do be held, Tuesday, April 3, l'.Hlli:
should be held un to the execration another city, and not desiring to buy something that would help the lot of
mayor for the term of two years.
A
of-are,
and to take
a house, could not rent one because the children who
NOTICE
of all right thinking people. Too
A city clerk for the term of two
some action that might educate the years.
len, however, this reason for there she had some children.
race
people
of
see
suicide,
to
the evils
The man or woman who shirks the
being no children is used as an exNotice is hereby given that an elec
A city treasurer for the term of
responsibilities of parenthood is lit- - to understand what it means to them two
tion will be held In the City of At- euse that Is not justified bv facts.
years.
scarrest,
world,
to
and
all
fla'ts
and
of the
the
where! tie better, in my mind, than the
Mv plan In building
Two members of the city council ou;uerque. New .Mexico, on Tuesday,
children could find a haven has proved let woman who is hounded by the po- - to better, if I can. the lot of the par- - from the First ward ono fur a. term April 3, 1900, between the hours of 9
I
beaucuts
two
Induce
the
them to see
and
a great success. I have never lost lice. In u choice between the
of two years, to fill out an unexpired o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
ii month's rent.
The class of people believe my sympathy would be with tics of a large family as I do.
term and one member for the term' said day, at the following polling
places:
of four yearS,
First Ward City Hall.
school board
One
member
the
of
Easter, since the first full moon a.f er from the First ward for a term of
Second Ward At office of Chas.
equinox, and equinox Is alwiys on the four years.
C'adwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H
21st of March, regulates that import
One member of the city council Dunbar,
on South Third street.
ant religious festival.
from the Second ward for a term of
Fouith Ward Near corner ot Cop
As there was a full ntoo'i March 10, four years.
there will not. be another until the Two members of the board of edu- per cvenuo and Third street.
At which election the question of
9th of April, and the first Sunday ai' cation from the Second ward one
rr that event is Easter Sunday, which member for a term of two years, to authorizing'1 the Issuance of Three
housand ($300,000) Hollars
this year Is the loth.
fill out an unexpired term and one Hundred
DIPPING
CONCERNING
TWO SECTIONS OFFERED
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
any
than
fail
cannot
earlier
years.
Easier
NEAR
CARLSBAD.
CATTLE
term
a
member
tour
FARM.
of
for
FOR CAMPBELL
ew Mexico, to purchase and extend
One member of the city council
John O. McKeen, wh3 was In charge the 23d of March nor any later than
The commissioners of the Las Vethe vater works now owned by the
moon
full
If
April.
the
2"th
the
first
cf
of
dipping
of
of
from
south
term
vats
cattle
a
the
the
Third
for
ward
gas grant have offered the Campbell
supply company ot said city,
interviewed Dr. after the 21st of March should fall on four years, and one member of the water
Dry Farming association of Denver, town last season,
March 22, and that day should be Sat- board of education from the Third will be submitted to the Qualified
Inspector,
on
week,
iavage,
last
the
two- sections!
of land, on condition
electors of said city, who are the
urday, then Easter could come as ward for a term of four years.
J hat. a Campbell
dry farm be estab- he subject of whether cattle from earlv
owners of real or personal property,
March
r.s
23d
first
city
the
the
of
One
council
would
member
of
side,
Carlsbad,
near
the
subject to taxation, within the City
lished upon 1;. One million acres in tlh east
allowed to cross the river to be Sunday after the first full moon after from the Fourth ward for a term of nf Albuquerque.
that part cf the territory can be cul- lie
years,
21st
March.
one
the
four
of
of
says
the
dipped,
member
and
The
Sun.
the Carlsliad
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
tivated if the system proves a
Mm when the full moon comes only board of education from the Fourth
examined the crossing, and
The average rainfall is more doctor
years.
21st,
so
or
term
a
a
of
day
Eas
for
four
then
finding
Infringe
ward
before
cn
the
It
would not
that
NOTICE
than fifteen inches.
Each ward Is entitled to fifteen
the range or tndanger the stock onjtfr is some time off, as there will
delegates
general
convention.
to
ror
moon
a
montn
the
being
bo
not
an:tner
side,
full
:his
close at
because of
A WATER ITEM
Notice is hereby given that an
The First ward primaries will be election
Easter Sunday follows that full
FROM CARLSBAD, N. M. hand, and no cattle running out
will be held in the City of
in
city
the
called
will
be
held
hall
and
moon.
ween the vats and river, decided to
Albuquerque, New Mexico, on TuesThe town board purchased a twenty-f- allow
M.
togetiier
Hlckey.
E.
bv
spring
equinox
death
ihe
The
marks
the east Bide cattle to be dipped
April 3rd, 19UG, between the
ive
horse power gasoline engine
The Second ward primaries will be day,
this side ami returned at once lo of winter, since the long winter nights
hours of 9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock
this week from Artesia parties for on
hall,
will
K.
held
P.
the
at
old
of
and
way
longer
give
on
the
to
that date
p. m., of sa!U day, at the following
their range. As the spring works
?20, says the Sun.
spring days,
that particular be called together by E. M. Harsch. voting places:
A well will be dug seven feet square progress, cattle will be cut out by the day, (today), but on will
primaries
be
will
The
Third
ward
be twelve
there
and sent to the vats as
First Ward City Hall.
tieer ine northwest corner of town. inspectors
In a vacant room In the Elks'
order naving hours of day and exactly the same held
Second Ward At office of Chas.
A centrifugal pump will be put in and last as possible, the
Opera
House,
and
to
bo
will
called
during
night.
Since the
the
modified so :as to dip only the number
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
the outfit will be used during the sum- been
gether
by
N.
Wilkerson.
T.
equiSeptember,
the fall
2ist of last
Third Ward At office of E. H.
mer to pump water to irrigate the mangy or scabby cattle.
The Fourth ward primaries will be Dunbar,
nox, the nights have been longer than
on South Third street.
town. Citizens who use the water
at
held
street
corner
of
Third
the
days,
the
but from the 21st of March
Fourth Ward Near corner of Cop
for irrigation will pay for the same. EASY TO SECURE
Tijeras
Albright
In
avenue.
and
the
Sepper avenue and Third street.
NEEDED DENERO on till the same date in next
The 4st of the operation will be about
Benson is interested to the tune of tember, the days will be the longes, building, and will be called together
At which said election the question
$10 every twenty-fou- r
hours. R.
Dr.
L.
Chamberlain.
by
H.
$10,U0i in the financial affairs of Riley with the exception, as stated above,
of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
is assisting in the work of inV.
H.
GILLEN
WATER.
A. Uoggess, promoter of mining and of today, when the day and the
($30,000) Hollars of bonds
stalling the engine and pump.
Chairman of the City Republican Thousand
smelting companies on a large scale. night will be of the same length.
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Central
Committee.
ago
Hoggess
.Mexico, to erect ana
More than two years
build a city
ARTESIA RANCH
M. K. HICKEY, Secretary of me building,
Smelting JARILLA MINING
will be submitted to the
BROUGHT GOOD PRICE. formed the Southwostern
City
Republican
Central
Committee.
company.
Refining
qualified electors of said city, who
This IncorThe Ariesia Land company ihls and
poration built a large smelter at Men-soDISTRICT 70 FRONT Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough are the owners of real or personal
week sold Ij J. S. Mums, of Orion,
property, subject to taxation, within
Smoke has never belched forth
Remedy In His House.
111.,
the Graham farm, two miles from its stack. It is not running nor
said City of Albuquerque, New
"We would not be without Chamber- the
south of town, for the sum of $73 has it ever been blown in. It stands NANNIE BAIRD PROPERTY AND
Cough Remedy. It is kept on Mexico.
ptr acre, there being 100 acres of It as a monument of what might have
OTHER PROPERTIES SHOWING lain's
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
hand continually in our home," says
ami a half interest in an artesian well, been.
UP NICELY.
W.
Kearney,
W.
Indeeditor of the
says the Artesia Advocate. It was
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Also,according to some who asLowry City. Mo. That is
formerly the homestead of R. H. Goro sert they are creditors of Promoter
The following mining notes are pendent,
family
(Small
every
Holding Cialm No. 548.)
should do
and Mr. Graham bought it only a few Moggess, it served as a good steer to culled from the columns of the Oro lust what
per acre. Thus rope investors. Boggess, it is claimed. Grande Times, showing that the When kept at hand ready for Instant Department of tho Interior. United
iiio-- j lis ago for $(0
use, a cold mav be checked at the out
States Land Office,-Sau:Fe, N. M.,
he made $15 per acre on the land and haa .,,,.,
o,,rPiratin i2.r,0.0lHi
The Jarilla district is forging ahead iu
March 5, 190G.
set and cured iu much less time than
at the same time the new purchaser jJank ot Bt,nson u among the credit tine order:
Notice is hereby given that the follogets a bargain.
i here is a nice. ors.
On the Nannie Haird, preparations after It has become settled In the wing-named
Tne sllm they woul(, iike to re.
claimant has filed noyoung crchard on the place and a ceive is y,WL Ooane Merrill, man-larg- e are making for a season of gigantic system. This remedy Is also without
a peer for croup in children, and will tice of his Intention to make final
acreage of alfalfa that is al- - aK(r of ti,e smelter, is also a credtior operations.
support of his claim under
ready promising its five crops this for $3,C0(i.
The shaft house will be one of the prevent the attack when given as soon proof in 16
Boggess' stenographer
and 17 of the act of
proceedings largest and most commodious In the as the child becomes honrse, Oi eveu Sections
season. At the present market price claims the bankruntcv
March 3, 1891
Stats.. 834), as
appears,
couch
after
the
which
crotipy
per
acre
$50
$00
will
territory.
mean
or
will
spile
More
are
be
'him
of
against
air drills
thifi
the result
amended by tho act of February 21,
j worked
on this property, which Is a can .enly be done when the remedy is 1SD3 (27
rf venue within the next ten months, work. International American.
Stats., 470), and that said
gold producer, before the end of the kept, at hand. For sale by all drug proof
If this is not getting irrigated land;
will be made before the U. S.
summer, than at any mine throughout sists.
at a bargain, where will you go to AGENT OF COLONIZATION
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
COMPANY SEES LANDS the length and breadth of this section
find It?
N. M., on April 14, 190C, viz:
Filar
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
To colonize the Las Vegas grant, 0f the southwest.
Vigil, for the Ix)t 1, Sec. 2:., T. 7 N.,
project
NEED OF MORNING
to take over the reservoir
The ore is gold in character, with
(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
2 E and in Sec. 30. T. 7 N., R. 3
JOURNAL TEACHING from the government, or to settle aiaD iron base, and as depth is gained, Department of the Interior, United I!.
E.. let 2, Sees. 25 and 20, T. 7 N., It.
It has been a long night for the re- - large colony at some point in New streaks of green copper appear,
States Ijind Office, Sr.nta Fe, N. M., 2 E , and Tract A In lot 3. in Sec. 35,
party in the Pecos valley, Mexico outside of San Miguel conn- - ulieating that t he percentage of copper
March S, 1906.
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Tract M, lot 3,
and only with the last election was ty are projects which Clark Le Fever. will continue to grow greater with
Notice is hereby given that the fol S.'c.
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 2,
the first streak of dawn apparent in' general agent for I). H. Mane & Co., depth.
lowing named claimant has filed no- T. 0 N., R. 2 E.
the county of Chaves. This year, how- - Chicago Colonization company, sas; The annio Baird vein Is a great tice
Hi; names tho following wltnesoes
of his Intention to make final
ever, prospects are bright all over his company wfll be very glad to con- - fissure In the lines, which lies at in
proof In
claim, under to prove his actual continuous adverse
the slope.
sider.
jangle of about 15 degrees. Below It sections 16aupnort17,ofof bis
the act of March possession of said tract for twenty
and
Down in Eddy county there Is a: Mr. I.e Fever is in the city now there are six other veins, before the
next preceding the survey of
pretty muss among the democrats, seeking to advance one or more of t he contact fissure is reached that is, a, 18111, (26 Stats., s.' 1, as amended vearstownship,
viz:
his the1 louse that lies between the lime by the act of February 21, 1S93, (27 theEdward F. Otero,
caused chiefly by the persistent rub- - the projects mentioned. Could
of Albuquerque,
bing in administered by Carlsbad to company secure ail the lands to be ir- - and porphyry, where It Is expected Stats., 470), and that snld proof will N'. M. ;
Raeo y Maca, of AlbuArtesia, and particularly in snutting rigated by the proposed reservoir, me that tne richest ore ever found will be be made before the I'nlted States querque, Sisto
N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Alat Albuquerque, N. M.,
out all pie hunters from the water gentleman suggests that a
mined. This Is at a distance of 114 commissioner
on April 17, lOufi, viz.. F.tnillo Sanchez. buquerque, N. M.; placblo Salazar y
town. This year several mighty good factory would be assured. If they can feet from the surface
No. 2072 Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
men have come out at Artesia, and find a considerable tract on the Las
r.lal
,8n,a"
The Nannie Maird, when all thls'f01"
Any person who desires to prothe campaign is certain to be the Vegas grant that can be irrigated and development work has been perform- - in sec; ions 21 and 2", township 7
test against the allowance of said
most bitter in the history of the di - jean secure title, Mr. I. Fever saysej wm
one the biggest producers north, range 2 cast.
He names the following witnesses proof, or who knows of any substanvision. No matter which way it goes that his comoanv will colonize it in the territory.
Ore will b mined
reason under the laws and reguthere is certain to be bad blood re within a year wi'h the best class oijon each of the veins, and the amount to prove his actual c m: inuous adverse tial
th" Interior Department
possession of said tr.nt for twenty lations of proof
maining after tlie primaries and with farmers.
which will be put out will be Just years
should not be allowed
such
the proper selection of candidates.
next preceding the survey of
The gentleman points to the many what is wanted. The ground breaks
will be given an opportunity at the
the republicans are practically sure 'settlements formed by his company in easily, and In putting out a produc- the township, viz:
and place to
of getting at least a part of the offices Colorado, to the sugar factories estab- - tion of, say, 2uu tons dally, 3oo tons
Juan Sanchez y Apdaca. of Ier-alla- , ross-- f d xamine thetime
witnesses of said
and admirVUering a much needed lished, to the Irrigation works estab- may be developed and left standing in
N. M.; Ed war V. Otero, of Al
offer evidence in
cleaning. Kosweil Resist
niinlo Perea, of claimant, of and tosubmitted
lished. Now the organization, which the slopes, blocked out and ready for buquerque, N. M.;
by claimthat
rebuttal
plenty of money, and which is the future mining operation with all Peralta, N. M.. snd M:inutl Alderete, ant.
has
LAWYER SMITH DIED
constantly beset by applications for 0f the facilities at hand for taking it of Peralta. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
FROM PNEUMONIA. lands that can be farmed, is turning down.
Any periijn who desires to protest
Kegister.
An inquest was held at the' city
against
New Mexico. And
toward
of said proof,
its
the
attention
allowance
hall, late Monday afternoon, over the where the land and yater resources cil
or
who
Htjy
of
substantial
rea
knows
irpn
riTV
MFRCHANT TAILORING
late Myron J. Smith, the I.as Vegas
v' I ' Jl'ILL. TFP
son under the laws and regulations
been developed, the company is Jll-- f
attorney, who was found in a dying have
develop them.
ready
to
cf
the
deparinent,
interior
why
such
IS IN OPERATION
OVER NO. 209 WEST
UPSTAIRS.
condition at his office in that city,
All that is asked is land that can
proof should not be allowed, will be
AVENUE,
O. BAM-BINRAILROAD
during the morning, and succumbed be brought under cultivation ami wagiven
at
an
opportutii'y
the
above
PROPRIETOH.
a few minutes after his discovery. ter than can be conserved for use on COMPLETION OF RAILROAD WILL mentioned time and place to
conIir. Mills, the city physician,
ENABLE IT TO KEEP GOING ALL
land. The gentleman Is making
the witness, s of said claimMy merchant tailoring mop la upexamination the
ducted a
a thorough study of northern
New
THE TIME.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveprevious to the holding of the omclal Mexico and expects to make his study
of that submitted bv claimant.
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
investigation as to the cause of his count for his company. Daily Optic.
The Silver City smelter blew In
man :i:I' n. otero,
the public All work guaranteed first
He came to the conclusion
death.
ago
winnow
as
days
and
the
several
Heglster. class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
ihat death resulted from acute pneu- TODAY IS THE DAY
is over and 1hu roads from the
ter
perlence In the business. Suits made
monia, and a verdict to that effect
surrounding mining camps are Iu
$ to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
t
was returned by the Jury. After begood shape, it will undoubtedly conWILLING
HELPERS.
REGULATING
EASTER tinue indefinitely.
repaired. The specific I use will not
ing impanneled the Jury viewed the
What'i the use of a helper. If
the cloth. Ladles' garments
remains at the I,wis undertaking escompleted
company
Its
has
The
be Isn't willing? Willingness Is t Injure
siso cleaned and walking skirts made
n
tablishment and then adjourned to IT IS THE SPRING EQUINOX. AND new
when the
furnaces
and
an
which
ample
almant
will
to order fi've me a trial.
THE FIRST SUNDAY AFTER THE railroad frum Silver City to Finos Althe court room at the city hall to exmost cover all W slD of aerv- O. BAMBINI.
Mr. Smith's
FIRST
FULL
i.l be enabled to
MOON AFTER tos Is completed i'
amine the witnesses.
Ice.
But a rla. fied advertise- - S
body is still at the Lewis rooms. The
THIS DATE IS EASTER.
blow in the big furnai e.
merit In The Evet li g Citizen Is a a
A Lively Tussle.
corpse is being held pending word as
Owing to the extreme bad winter
willing helper that Is not only
with that obi enemy of the race, conToday Is the spring equinox, one that section
to its disposition from relatives in
of New Mexico has exabsolutely compe'w.t, but also Is
stipation, often ends in appendicitis.
Waterbury, Conn. A telegram was of two days In the year when the day perienced. It has been alPiest imposa willing worker. It works all
To avoid al! vi rions trouble with stomsent notifying them" of the death and and the night are of qual length, and sible for the freighters t haul ores
the time for you. It la the best
ach, liv.-- :i n .1 bowels, take Dr. King's
regarding it marks the beginning of what is from the arious mi"
asking for Instructions
siprounding
and most economical publicity In
New Life Pills. They perfectly regcommonly called the spring season Silver City, except m ery short !n- what should be done with the
the world.
ulate t'fese orjans, without pain or
It is also the day that regulates tervals.
discern! or'.. 25e a' all drug stores.

Economy Way

in Albuquerque

CALIFORNIA

FORM OF PLENTY OF BABIES

You do not sacrifice com
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fort for economy when you
go in a Santa Fe Tourist
Pullman.

ALL THE WAY

Ask Santa Fe Agent

at Albuquerque
for tourist
sleeper booklet

a,

A
COLONIST TICKET, ALBUQUERQUE TO CALIFORNIA. DAILY,
FEBRUARY 15 to APRIL 7.

$25.00 FOR

Slight extra charge for berth.
free.
DUSTLESS

ROADBED

Seat In chair car

HARVEY

MEALS

Ml-o--

Communication Made Easy
El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains daily, carrying standard and tcjriat sleepers, observation

j

din-

For any trip, anywhere, any time

For full particulars tee any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

,

TERRITORIAL

car,

chair cars and coaches.
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
ing

V.

R. STILES
Gen. Pass. Agent.

General, Agent.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

TOPICS

Santa Fe Central Railway System

sue-otss- .
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n.
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n

J
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R

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parti
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the EI Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passenger! and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Faclflo rail'
way, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. ORIMSHAW,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT. Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. L. GRIM SHAW,
J. P. LYNQ,
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Aft.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

DENVER
&

G R A MDE
RIO SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fa to Denver, Puebf and Colorado Spring, and all Colorado polnta.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and weat Time
quick
and rate as low aa by other ilnea.
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURI8T CARS, CHAIR

j

CARS.

j

On all through

tralne. No tiresome
delaya at any station.

j

.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

,

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
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D.SR.G.sysfen.
...SANTA fTbRANCII...
Effective December
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Eaatbound.

Westbound.
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cross-examin-

post-morte- m
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25u-to-
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RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November

,

(

0
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a

beet-sug-

0

No. 426.

3:00 am

Stations.

No. 425.

11:05 pm
Pueblo
Colo. Springs
9:40pm
4:35am
7:00pm
7:30am Ar. Denver Lv.
12:51 p m
Espanola
1:26pm
11:00am I.v. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30pm
11:36 pm
3:00 pm
Barranca
10:29 pm
4:02 pm
Servllleta
10:00pm
4:32pm
Tres Piedras
8:10 pm
6:45 pm
Antonito
8:30 pm
6:40 am
Alamosa
12:26 pm
2:11pm
Kiubudo
Trains ston at Kmhurln for dinner.
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonito, for Durango, Sllvertoi
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via J.a veta Pasa
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip in daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS HOYAL
GO RGB. Also for aJl points on the
Creed branch.
A. S. 1IAHNEY, Traveling Freight
and Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. O. P. A..
Denver, Colo.

12. 1905.)

taitbound.

No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:56
a. iu., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:5
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs
7:45 p. in.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.

Westbound.

No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. in., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a- - in., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Expresa,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:6V.
No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.

Southbound.

No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:16
p. m.
Local freight train, No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and car-

ries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:69
a. in.
No. 10 makes all local atops

east ot

Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trains dally.
T. E. PURDY.

Aent.

Chauncey M. Iepew is said to t
ill al the home of a friend within 100
miles of New York. This muy be intended to kill the rumor that he haa
no friends.
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Official Career
Of SI. O. Bursum
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The New Mexican.
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It is well known to the friends of H. O.
when he was reappointed for tho fourth term to the po- tlip t.trril
nrl;il m.tiltuntlartr
,f "ell nerlnl ellilell f
.............
Is that cltlun
'
,.v .... . ........ j ,
A
at
in reiuiHiij, i."jo, ne accepieu wmi reiuciauce
anil
things
buying
fur
penchant
they have an irresistible
simply because ho was urgently asked by the appointwhether
of
regardless
cheap,
are
they
simply because
ing power, by many of the leading citizens of lioth parthe article will ever be of service to them after it has ties and by his friends to do so. He then told Governor

Plant?
Why Buy Water
the expense, of the ladies
stnndlng joke

lt

been bought. Evidently the water organ of tills city
has the same opinion of men, for It never ceases to tell
us that the water plant is a great bargain, and that the
city ehould not fail to buy it, because Its price is a bargain counter offer.
nut why does the city want to own the present water
plant? To get water, one is ready to answer. But he
is mistaken. The city does not need to own the water
plant to get water. It Is getting water now, furnished
l.y the Water Supply company; and it ean compel the
company to continue furnishing the water, for the next
thirteen years. The city, then, does not desire to own
the water works either because they are cheap a bargain counter offer or In order to get water.
The only reason for Albuquerque's .municipal ownership of the present or any other water plant, apart from
the desires of those wishing to help the water company
unload, Is that the city may have cheaper water and
have it more abundantly. Can this be secured if the
company takes over the water plant at not less than
$300,000, and as much more as the necessities of the
plant may demand?
If one will think for a moment lie cannot but be
Impressed by the fact that, in this whole water controversy the advocates of the purchase of the present plant
liave Avoided this one and only essential point: Can the
city, fit this price, and with this plant, furnish more
water, give better fire protection, and charge the people
materially less for the use of the water than the present company is doing with the same plant?
The Citizen thinks not. and it bases Its opinion on
the claims put forth by the Water Supply company and
its organ. The company has time and time again, asserted that the present plant is inadequate and that the
company cannot make the necessary extension even at
the present prices charged. On this the company based
, its demand that the franchise be extended to the year
1940, and at the present price! to consumeres.
It is true that Alderman Hanley says that the city
can do these things and make it pay; but when one
considers that the bonds for the $300,000 must be sold,
that the interest on these bonds must be met, that there
must be a sinking fund for their ultimate extinction,
and that no one has any idea of how much, In addition
to the $300,000, must at once be expended for extensions,
and how great the yearly drain will be from annually
crowing demands for other extensions when one con
siders all these things, it seems evident that Alderman
Hanley wan too enthusiastic in his estimate.
If then, the city cannot do better for the people ot
Albuquerque with the present plant than the Water
Supply company is doing with the same plant, why bur
den the city with this $300,000 of debt, just at this time.
when the water matter can go on as it is for thirteen
years, and other matters are needing money, which cannot go on as they are now? Because It is dead cheap,
says the water organ.
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No
southern Cnlilornlu metropolis.
j
musical organization that ever visit-od this cl'y b'l't behind It. such a rep-- !
ulntien for having "made good." as
did the I'.'lery band, the echoes of
tn;ii;nincent harmonies arc:
whose
s ill rln.ihm in tho ears of the people.!
Mr.
In choosing his route eastward,
KIN ry has been governed by the experience he has had on several trips
to the Pacific coast, and has selected
the southern route as offering the best
chancre of success to a high class musical company like his wonderful hand.
The name "KJlery" Is a household
word In all the chief titles in the
country, and has bee me so because
of its Identifies' Ion with the organization that, has furnished music never
to bo forgotten. In the return, therefore, of the Ellery band to Albuquer
que, none should permit business or
pleasures to Interfere
with their
Rt'endanco at this superb perform
ance, led by the great Ferullo.
Saturday, March 24, nas been se
lected as the date for Albuquerque at
the Elks' theater, matinee and night
performances.

We are ready for the season with everything
that's good and everything that

-

.

Otero and those jvho asked for his
that
this had to be his last term, and that tinder no circum
stances would ho again take the position.
As to Mr. Hursum's record while in charge of the
territorial penitentiary during the past six years and
eleven months, but little need be said here. It Is ton
well known by the people who nre at all acquainted
with territorial conditions as of the most exemplary and
proper kind. Under his administration the conduct ol
the prison, which before that time for years was a dis
grace and a great expense, was changed to one of the
cleanest, most effective and best in the country. Every
body who knows the man acknowledges that he has su
perior executive ability and administrative tact; he is
honest, energetic, courageous and successful.
While a man of remarkable firmness, courage a no
nerve, he Is, nevertheless, kind hearted and benevolent.
In the administration of the prison, ho tempered Justice
with mercy, and whenever possible, was kind and considerate to its unfortunate inmates.
He has concluded to retire a little earlier than was
expected. This now is an accomplished fact, as he has
tendered his resignation to Governor Hagerman, who
has accepted it. This settles that chapter of New Mexico's history. The penitentiary will be turned over to MERCHANT OF VENICE
FOR THE MATINEE.
his successor, whoever he may be, in a condition that
There Is a. universality of appeal in
will make It easy for the new superintendent, who will
The Merchant of Venice," which
find no difficulties to worry him and no conditions that comes
to the Elks' opera house on
are troublesome.
Saturday af;ernoon, March 31, matGovernor Hagerman desired to make a new depart inee performance, which Insures proure, and Mr. Bursum, fully acknowledging the governor's found Interest not only among habitright to take such a course, resigned, accordingly. Mr. ual theater-goers- ,
but among those
Bursum retires to private life with the respect and good who only visit tho play house when
will of the people of this territory.
He Is one of its most some attraction of extraordinary inpopular and best citizens and one of the most influential terest is presented. Charles B. Han-foris one of the very few actors
men in the republican party, and for that matter, with competent
make an adequate and
the people. In every capacity, In which he has been satisfactory to production
of this great
placed In public life during the past fourteen years, In play. His training and triumphs
have
this territory, he has acquitted himself in the most sat- been distinctly
and almost excluisfactory, business like and honorable manner. He Is sively Shakespearean, and he fs one
In the prime of life, strong in body, endowed with a reof trie few American actors who have
united with the talents necessary for
markable stock of common sense, and virile of mind.
While serving the county of Socorro as sheriff for the portrayal of the great Individual
four years, he kept law and order and suppressed law- roles of the classic the knowledge and
lessness and crime with a relentless hand and with re- executive ability necessary for their
presentation on a scale of magnifi
markable energy. As a. member of the legislative coun- cence
and an attention to detail such
cil from his district, he did the people In general and as will enable the performance
to sathis constituents In particular yeoman service. His rec- isfy the modem demand for completepenitentiary
has ness of cost liming and scenery and
ord as superintendent of the territorial
been alluded to above. In addition to all these, he Is a general excellence of cast. Mr. Han- growing man, nnd Providence sparing his life, in the ford's impersonation of Shylock Is de
opinion of majiy who know him and his capabilities, he scribed as one of the finest of this
will attain the highest positions that the future state ol celebrated actor's many achievements.
New Mexico has in store for any of its citizens. The The play also presents exceptional
opport unities for his talented leading
people of Santa Fe regret exceedingly that he has conlaIy, Miss Marie Drofnah, who should
resume
his
return
here,
to
Socorro
and
cluded to leave
Idolize the character of
wise,
good
residence there. He has been a
and true friend witty, hut withal, coquettish,the Portia,
to the capital, and of , the kind that are not often made. in a most delightful
manner. The
But as his retirement was a foregone conclusion and supporting company has been earnonly a few months ealier than was anticipated, ing the highest compliments, and the
occurs
CJovenr&snieimt
production is one of the few of which
It Is one of those occurrences that must be endured,
Are city governments bad because the candidates
it is safe to promise great things in
cannot be cured.
they
advance.
for office run on party lines? The morning paper of this
city not only affirms that such Is the case,' but bolsters
XXX)XXX00C0X300XXXKXJXDC)OOOa
BUFFALO BILL IS ALL RIGHT.
Its affirmation by the assertion that the unanimous ver
Hon. William F. Cod v. (Buffalo
dict of the students of political economy, who have, been
Bill), has cabled from Genoa, Italy
studying this question for a long time, is that this Is
empnatinaiiy
denying the reports
' '
the case.
widely disseminated throughout
the
, ..j.
Vi
due. apology to Messrs. Smith and Jones, who.
united tsiates that, owing to family
according to the argument of the morning paper, are
troubles,' business perplexities ntid
upon the party tickets regardless of fitness or worth
W tailing Health, ho is threatened
with
OCKXOCKCKX0000XXXXXXXXX00
complete collapse, and would shortly
The Citizen would like to' know how Smith and Jones
strug
years'
I
more
than
t0
had
have
reuse
think
that
tiorn
"To
the head of his famous
got upon their respective tickets? The contention of
wild west show, which is row en tour
the Journal is that they were put there by scheming gle for a little liberty, and then to die without It it in
Europe.
Colonel Cody' ca'ilefe.-am- ,
politicians who have chestnuts they want pulled out of seems so cruel." These were Susan B. Anthony's words
to
aciaressccl
go
J. A. Bailey, general II
struggle
splendid
tnis
bed.
But
will
on
hev
death
glasses
magnifying
the fire. In other words, having Its
rector of tho Barnum & Bailey cir
Jov.-.-i
emancl
woman's
failure
of
because
the
annals
in
adjusted, the paper seeB the political boss firmly astrirtt
cus, who is Colonel Cody's business
every party ticket. That such is often the case, especi- patlon, as she understood it, is as yet accomplished only partner in the wild west show,
is
aa follows:
ally in large cities, Is Undoubtedly true; but that the In a few western states?
Anthony
suffrage
Miss
woman
striving
While
for
accomuniversal
"Genoa. Italy, March 12, lflOfi.
boss is an integral, essential or even
paniment of party tickets, is like the "universal verdict" accomplished more good in the cause of women than Barnum Bailey, 25 West Thirty-fourtan
right
to
street. New York.
claim It lacks in truth the full equivalent of its exag- even she seems to have realized. Woman's
Strongly deny renorls of f.iilinseducation, her successful advent. In the business world,
geration.
But, wherever it is true, whether the instances be her wide Influence In all matters connected with the ed- health, inbad business and retirement.
life felt better and IhihIupss
many or few, whose fault is it? The answer to this ucating and training of children, the weight of her opin isever
CODY "
government of Immense.
question lays bare the root to the whole evil. It is the ion In furthering clean,
When questioned in regard to the
lault of the people. They stay away from the primaries, cities who can say how mnny of the privileges women matter, Mr. Bailey said: "I cannot
They let those having chestnuts which need pullingout now enjoy are due to the efforts of this wonderful woman imagine how" the reports of Colonel
Cody's illness and contemplated
of the fire, pack the primaries with their tools, select who died thinking her life a failure!
reLike many other world benefactors, she fell short ot tirement originated. Certainly, there
delegates to the convention, and thus nominate the
ticket which the bosses have selected and which after her direct aim, but still did more for humanity than she is nothing either in Colonel Cody's
election will be subservient to the purposes for which set cut to do. Tyndall, while experimenting on heat, hit state of health or tho success of the
wild west show in Kurope to warrant
they were placed In office. Here lies the whole evil, and upon a sure method of killing bacteria a discovery ol such
When he left Newjust as It Is the fault of the people so the remedy lies h.estimable value to science and sufferers. I'estaloz.l, York statements.
15, on tho Savole, tn
Hie wild-eyeilliterate Swiss, who Insisted on the study route February
with theiu.
for France, ho was the nicture
But how can this evil be remedied by allowing the of child nature in order that men might be properly of health and was enthusiastic
over
failed
work,
along
progressive
Inrallied
natural laws for
chestnut pullers to select but one ticket
tno prospects for the season. This
failure
feeling was justified by the big busi
stead of two, thus giving the people no choice at the utterly In carrying out his ideas. Yet In his
there was success. Frobel and others have worked out ness of the opening performance at
pools whatever?
and the success of the tour
i system of education whieh meets the individual needs .Marseilles,
of all alike.
for every kind of special work since t Nat time has been beyond all
i'
R-igHt
manual training schools and trade schools a'l have expectations. Colonel Cody is so far
from retirement that he had alteadv
Alderman Hanley called at The Citizen office, this sprung from tluof
morning, having two grievances. In the news item conMisi Author.;., jvlth her enthusiasm, her unlliin; uo arransed with me 10 return to the
united .states with the wild west show
cerning his address before the league, the other even- t'v';y. her strj-e.- ' stni-.- for what 'he thought was Just, next.
November and make a very com- ing, The Citizen's report said that "Alderman Hanley has Inspired thousands of men and women to work with prtnensive
tour or this country with
talked earnestly for the Interests of tho Water Supply like enthusiasm and with the same moral stanchness an exhibition
that will
surpass
company." Mr. Hanley stated that he had been earn- for the progress and development of womanhood. The anything heretofore seen far
in the wav
estly solicited by the League to anilress them, and that forces for good set into activity by her will never die of Koinii Killers and sensational acts
he was not speaking in the interest of the water com- Far from failing, she achieved a success that will con of hot'.M iiianshlo and heroism."
pany but was giving the results of his study and In- tlnue to grow and brighten till the end of time. Anil
formation for the benefit of those who favor the owner-hhi- p thus must every life be judged not by what It harvests FRED FORNOFF IN LIXE
of the water plant by the city.
but by what it si ws.
FOR APPOINTMENT
Mr. Hanley also called attention to the fact that
COOOOOOOOGOOOO
The Citizen, in speaking editorially of the folly of havThe iiicct his It that Deputy Unit-fi- l
ing paid a large price for expert opinion when the alderStat, s Marshal Krcil Fornoff, of
Ifss.ce
man himself "was prepared to do it without money and
Albiiiiii rquo. Is to
a kooiI
ques
a
quotation
Bible
without price," placed after this
ai'iuini'iiii-nfrnni fiovrrnor Hagcr-mation mark instead of a period. The editor looked through
at an curly date.
Sonio people
his waste basket and was fortunate enough to find ttie
arc- Inclined to believe that he will be
original copy which con'ained no interrogation mark but JOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
appoin-.-.superintendent of the territhe proper and orthodox period. This he showed to Mr.
torial superintendent,
while others
empire
a
!i
say
was
The
first
organized census of the British
,t ho will he given the posiHanley ami explained that the question nuyrk
typographical error, and not, as Mr. Hanley bad thought, discloses the fact that the birth rate is falling off all tion
captain of the mounted polieo
King
lvUi.rd's possessions, markedly in Aus- initial ,,f captain .lohn F. Fullerton.
an Insinuation tht his opinion had been paid for. The
h. Mmg tho place.
There is notheditor also called the alderman's attention to the fact tralasia. Tin- - results tif the census, recently published now
ing' i'i :n;te, and tho New
Mexican
that If the insinuation had been the purpose of the of- in London, have provoked a deal of comment.
Kivi, i!,. reports fir what they are
The populatli
fending punctuation point, according to newspaper usage,
f the empire is given as approx
worth. If they are simply street talk,
it would have been enclosed between two parenthesis iniately 4oii.iioii.ihhi, the white people numbering 54,000,- - "ley ai interesting.
Color Is lent, to
ii. m.
Ihe hinds upon which this population Is sprea the t .ns (hut the deputy
marks.
marshal is
is
or
than
about
no
by
Impugned
l.lutS.HTS
means
square miles, aggregating. more
The Citizen
the motives
in for uinethinR good from the
would limit the efforts of any conscientious advocate ot a fifth of the world's area.
tii v with which he visits the terriRecently a Berlin scientist contributed a paper to torial
municipal ownership, being willing to accord to all dispenitentiary,
while
others
interested parties the honesty of opinion which it claims a German periodical, in which he made a comparison
Sli.c,.
ihe publication of the above
covering the quarter century between 1S7G and l'JOl In
for Itself.
Mexican, It is evident that
showing evidence of race suicide among the people of N,r.the
I'l'iaoff will not receive the neni- Today more than 10,000,000 Americans live onTrhe nuist progressive and enlightened nations.
tr'iitlaiy plum, as that position has
In the I'niti-almost 6,000,000 farms, says Ralph 1. Paint- in "The
States and in most of the countrle: been
-l
by (loveinor Hagerman
40.
Outing
Magazine
of
Europe
March.
in
One
for
aiiju.i;,
Builders,"
the
the tendi ncv is noted. The birth rate of
Captain Arthur Trelforl.
t
bread-winnr
But from the in Prussia in lNTil had shrunk in 1H01 to 30.2. In the
in every three is a fanner.
ff may reetlve the
t as caittain
of he New Mex- Missouri to the' Pacific the population averages only German empire the decline in the same period was from pom:
ICO
III!" :ioei! police, however, ns
there
three persons to the square mile. Disregarding the in- 4o.'.) to 35.7. The condition In Franco is well known.
.
of a chaiiKe in th-The ileiiiiit- In the ratio of natural Increase among ate
creasing yields that will be reaped from the arable hinds
'iilita rumors
i i) "
of tnat position, although
by raising the standard of agriculture, the irrigation citizens of foreign extraction begins to manifest Itselt
Kiillcrtou'a brother, in an in-projects now planned alone will support an additional in the second general inn in ibis country. There is com ten
with a r presi ntative of The
population of 23,000,000 on land now called outcast. The fort in thr- reflection thai the death rate is showing a I'v.
Citizen, emphatically detik'
prairie bettler and town builder, as we have glimpsed corresponding decline.
iother intended to resign, or
chapter
u
in a titanic
liim, is therefore a passing phase,
uld ho asked to resign.'
volution whose goal is not yet in sight.
The Future State.
LADIES.
"My friend, d.i on ever think about your future
M.., :.i rliara Kirk, llm Chicago
Do you think of voting for the issuance of f :f '. t state?"
li
Ims
Oklahoma Ike "Sav. nurd, don't vou read the opened up announces classthat sinof bonds to purchase the Water Supply company's plant?
a first
Kead Section g of the contract the city has made with papers? We ain't been thlukin' of uuything else for th eMail'
in Koom l'i;. .rni!lo
build. i,
the company, published In The Citizen, Fehruury 2. loti. last five years." Clevt land Leader.
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Clothes, Hails and Tog'g'ery
for Mem, Boys
Children
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.

It's a luxury to wear such well cut, well
made and handsome clothing as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON

t;j

j

1
Summer Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear
X.'4..M.:.-r'9-

.

Are all in and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spring
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Not an ounce of Cotton in
the c.apimcnts
we claim for our product
double the porosity and

wearing quality

of any mith unoerwc ar
in the market
ASK YOUR

DEALER

FOR

F L A X A L L
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FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
Nettleton Fine Shoes
Dunlap Hats
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Policy of tints Store
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Is to clean up stock
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once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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best shoes but it stands
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0
pairs men's fine shoes
.
pairs women's fine shoes '
0
pairs misses' and children's fine 0

shoes.

0
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themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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Albuquerque

MELINl

M.

of Cigart and
always on hand.

To-bac-

Gussaroff
Proprietor.

Second street, Barnett Building.

4.

WorKs

F? 8. HOPPING. Proprietor

J

Machine Works

i3

v.,

m

fl
m

EAK1N,

VV. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS
FEK STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and ex
changes
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Coppr avenues.

7
AiDuqucrquc Novelty

f.

0

Wholesale ilqiiot and Ci'ar Dealers
&
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet k.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jog. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 1U South Flrit
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The finest place In the city to
spend your idle hours.
Best brand

Foundry and

0

R.
HALL, Proprietor
I
Pnnttnra
Iron
ind T.um).A Pmm. il.ai.m
0 - , OrA. I Via
wit
IIIIUIII
w
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and w.Bf
Iron Fronts for
0 Buildings.
jtj.i
Repair on Mining and Alll Machinery a Specialty
4
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuqserqse, K. M.

Parlors

'

divs-inakln-

0

itnri
'
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SHOE STORE
12 J Railroad A ve.

Will. CHAPLIN

-

I

0

0

Heed-thoug-

Suicide Is Not

er

X

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come In and
carefully inspect the shoes

-

Belf-san-

X

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

non-partis-

,

X- -X
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Lucero

TO DATE SIGNS
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V

MiIF'S

SOHS

SiRONO BLOCK

UNDERTAKERS
Falrview
Superintendents
S" Darb8ra Cemeteries
MONUMENTS

and

South Second Street
large shipment ot
received,
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
Just
m N Secon(J gu Both pbone,
Cleveland, Kambler, Columbia, and
all
Repairing
of
Bicycles.
Tribune
EXPERT
AT
CHEF
WHITE
THE
kinds. Before buying give us a call. ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A MER- - waBMaMaMnMMmia
A CKIren want ad will get the busl- Subscribo for The Cltlzeu and get CHANTS' LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30
ness. Try one.
DAILY,
the news.
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CITIZEN,
HOTEL
Gold

DISTRICT

BOARD ACCORDING

A spirial meeting of the city board
of education Is called 'o take place
tomorrow afternoon in the office of
Justice of the Peace Craig, fur the
purpose of completing the purchase
. of a couple of
lots adjacent to tne
First ward school building and dis- cussing a proposition to ask the people for a bond Issue for additional
school room, which Is badly needed.
"We will have to do something to
relieve the crush in the schools," paid
President Hopkins this morning. "We
turned away nearly 200 children lit
the beginning of the present term,
and yet the schools are crowded. In
September we will have these same
2(H) back, and probably 150 more. Then
there Is going to be some kicking on
the part of the patrons, because we
have no room for their children, and
the board will get the abuse. They
, will say, 'What's the matter with the
lioard; why don't they provide for
this?' They will want to know why the board didn't see the Increase coming and prepare for it.
"There Is no getting around the necessity of providing additional seat
room, and to do it, I advocate a first
class central building, one that would
be a compliment to the city, and furroom to
nish sufficient additional
'
meet the needs of the growth of the
city for several years. However,
whether we build a new central build-Ing or add on to the ward buildings,
something tmust be done before next
fall to take care of between 300 and
400 more children than we have room
for at. present."
If the loard decides tomorrow that
a new building isabaolutely necessary
or that extensive improvements are
necessary, the people will be asked
to vote on a bond Issue at the ensuing
election, along with the city building
and water works bond issues.
One member of the board said that
although there was little doobt but
what a bond Issue would be asked for
by the school beard, It is barely possible, though the people sanction such
an Issue, that other arrangements
than a new building or additions,
might be made to care for the excess
, for the coming winter, such as renting some vacant store rooms and
crowding one or two of the ward
buildings. This same member stated
in conclusion of hla remarks, that
though other arrangements should
be made for the approaching winter,
the city could not escape expending
considerable money for new school
buildings within the next few year3,
and a bond Issue will likely be asked
for right away so that It will be ac
cessible when needed.
:
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CONGREGATIONAL ASSO
CIATION MEETS HERE SOON

TO

INDERSHERIFF

PRLSb DISPATCH

As was predicted In these columns
some time ago, Hon. H. O. Hursum,
former superintendent of the territorial penitentiary at Santa Fe, has
handed in his resignation, and Governor Herliert J. Hagerman, according
Associated
to the following night
Press dispatch from Leavenworth,
Kan., has appointed Captain Arthur
Trelford, of that city, to succeed Mr.
Bursum. The dispatch follows:
"Leavenworth, Kas., March 20. Captain Arthur Trelford, slne 18H8 su
perintendent of construction of the
on
new United States penitentiary
the Fort Leaven worth reservation,
l
has been appointed superintendent

the New Mexico territorial pentteutiary at Santa Fe, by Governor Her-

-

liert J. Hagerman, vice 11. O. Hursum,
resigned.
"Captain Trelford has tendered his
jc sanation to take effect on the 30th
of March.
"Captain Trelford served In the
Fourth cavalry, and was discharged
as a first sergeant. He was a guard
at the Idaho state prison, and In Lst7
came here as a guard at the United
States prison. Ho was wounded in
the fight with the mutineers, November 1, 1901, when he escaped from
them and organized a searching party.
"He expects to take his new position
early in April."
No announcement, according to the
advices received from Santa Fe, of
the appointment has been made at
the capitol up to the present time, although It has been rumored for some
time that, a Kansas man was to be
appointed.
REGISTRATION

BOOKS

SERVES WARRANT

ANTONIO

J0

ARM

RENT

Hotel,

e

John

Co.

FOR
M.

completely
Realty

Moore

Eczema, Tetter,

Salt Rheum, Itch.
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barber'
Itch.
All of these diseases are attended
by intense itching, wnich l
in- stantly relieved by applying almt
Chamber-Iain's Salve, and by its continued use.
a permanent cure may be effected, .i.
haa, in fact, cured many cases that
had resisted other treatment.
Price
25 cents per box.
For sale by all
druggists.

t

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

0

AND CARPETS

RUGS

Mlbert Faher
Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

O. F. G.
WHISKEY

YOUR EASTER
GOWN

--

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

WILL BE REVISED AND PLACED
FOR REGISTRATION AGAIN TOMORROW.

The registration books in the diflast
ferent wards were withdrawn
night and today the registration boards
have been busy revising and looking
over them. Tomorrow the boons wlil
be again placed before the public, remaining open to registration for a
period of six days. - These six days
will be the last opportunity voters will
have to register their names, in order
to be entitled to exercise the great
American privilege of voting.
So far the books show that the reg
istration has been rather light, but It
is expected that when the books are
again placed for registration purposes,
the interest will bo more keen.
In the meantime, representatives
from both, the republican and demo
cratic parties are busily engaged in
rounding up their constituents In the
different wards Anrt imnroRBinc unmi
.

Elks' Opera House
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WITHDRAWN LAST NIGHT

I
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BAiKkUPT

JUST RECEIVED

o
UnderEheiiff .1. L. Ljpez. of Santa
The United States criminal docket
The Presbyterian ladies will serve
Fe, arrived In the city early this was
called this morning, and cases lunch from 11:30 until 2 o'clock, on
morning on tho delayed No. 7, bearing were set for trial, as follows:
Thursday nt the Woman's Exchange,
warrants for the arrest of D. A. MacTho United States vs. Bill Pop, corner Fourth street and Railroad
pherson, president and manager or charged
with robbery; continued.
avenue. They will have homo made
The Latest Designs and Colorings.
ihe. Morning Journal, and
John H.
The United States vs. D. Pepklns, cakes, bread and pies for sale, during
McCutchen, editor of the Industrial on two counts; continued.
the entire day.
Advertiser, on charges of criminal
Tho Untied States vs. Robert
libel, the grand Jury at Santa Fe havcharged with selling liquor to
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "ARing found true bills against bo h of Indians; dismissed with leavo to reNOLD'S BEST." VERY HIGHEST
the above named gentlemen, before instate.
it adjourned yesterday.
The United States vs. A. F. Morgan, PATENT FLOUR.
I'ndersherlft Ixpejr, served thw war- charged with selling liquor to Indians;
rant on Mr. Macpherson this morn dismissed.
ing, that gentleman Immediately glv-- ;
The United States vs. Kid Bean,
ing nonii in tne sum of $1,000 for his et al, charged
THE CELEBRATED
with prize lighting;
appearance In court.
dismissed, with leave to reinstate.
Mr. McCutchen. having left the city
The United States vs. Vldal Tapla,
last evening on a business trip, is charged with adultery; continued ununaware that a summons awaits him. til the first trial day of the next reg
and at a late hour today Undersheriff ular term of court.
I.pez had not succeeded In locating The United States vs. Andreas Tru- XXXXX5XXX)XOOCCKX50
that gentleman's whereabouts.
jlllo, charged with unlawfully selling
It is understood that Undersheriff liquor; continued for term.
Lopez will leave Albuquerque tomorvs. Domingo
The United States
row morning for Santa Fe, with Mr. Valles, charged with adultery; conBottled In Bond.
Macpherson in charge.
tinued for the term.
The charges against Macpherson are
The United States vs. T. N. Hinch,
said to be based on alleged fictitious charged with the unlawful selling of
"specials" from Washington, T). .. C, liquor to Indians; set lor trial on
SHOULD MEET WITH
and elsewhere, published in the Morn- March 22.
Distillers.
ing Journal, relative to Secretary J.
The United States vs. John Doe, et
APPROVAL
FRANKFORT, KT.
Wallace Raynolds, at the time that al, charged with the unlawful selling
gentleman was before the senate In of liquor to Indians;
on
set for trial
vestigating committee, following hia March 22.
Many new ideas in fashion,
appointment, and Just prior to his con
The United States vs. J. ' Padillo,
&
fit
MELINI
EAKIN
and fabtic are embodied in
firmation as secretary, and on charges charged with the unlawful selling of
published in the morning paper to the liquor to Indians;
Sola
our
Agents
Nkw SrkiNc; Styles and
set for trial on
effect that criminals had been par- March 23.
Albuquerque,
M.
N.
Samples
just received from
doned In wholesale numbers for poRupert GonThe United States
Automatic Phone, I9f
'
litical purposes, together with otnt zales, et al, charged x.
with, robbery of
New York.
matters published In that paper per- postofllce.
Defendnnt wag arraigned
taining to Raynolds, Otero and oth and pleaded not guilty; order for free
Ladies desiring swell- and
ers, of an alleged libelous nature.
process of action In case has been
gowns are requested
Mc asked for.
Tue charges against Editor
Cutchen, of the Industrial Adver
Indictments Returned.
call
to
get prices.
and
tiser, are understood to be based much
The United States grand Jury this
upon the same grounds.
morning reported a true bill against
When nerved with the warrant this Walter Gray, of Gallup, on the charge
morning, Mr. Macpherson immediately of the unlawful selling' of liquor to
SATURDAY, MARCH
gave bond in the sum of $1,000, Wal Indians.
lace Hesselden and W. H. Gillenwati
The territorial grand Jury reported MATINEE AND NIGHT PERFORMANCE
signing the bond as securities, . as a numlter of true bills, Among them
Phone Bleok 68
Undersheriff Ipez; having other being the following:
atimportance
business matters of
to
SPRING MUSICAL FESTIVAL
118 Cold Avenue
One against Frank Jones, charging
tend to, did not wish to have Mr. larceny of a shop.
.' i
is-- '
Ry
tne
Macpherson in custody throughout
A bill against Harry Verner, chargthe day, or put him in Jail for safe ing burglary of a shop.
keeping until the departure of the
A bill against Perfecto Perez, chargTELL US OW TO DO IT.
train for Santa Fe tomorrow morning, ing burglary and larceny of dwellus how we can supply yon
Tell
when the officer will take the news- ing.
paper president and manager to the
better quality cigar for the monej
bill
against Richard Briggs,
A
capital city to enter" his appearance charging assault
than the welt known and well liked
with a deadly
before Judge McFIe on the charges weapon.
Led by the
White Lily cigar without loss and
preferred against him In the indict
A bill against
Claude Eggleston,
we'll do It. You know very well thai
ment.
charging assault with Intent to murINSPIRED
FERULLO
we must make some profit or go ont
The law, so It Is understood, under der and assault with a deadly weapon.
which Macpherson was indicted, was The defendants In these cases are
of business, but we are content with.
ARTISTS-S- 3
first passed by the New Mexico ter in custody and will be given speedy
fair margin. ' Hence the low price
rltorlal legislature January 30, 1889, trial.
for such a fine cigar. 12.00 t
over the governor's veto.
New Cases Filed.
box
ot fifty.
the
The territorial legislature of 1893
Gross, Kelly & Co., today filed a
I
PRICES
.
.
repealed Bald act, and the 1905 legis suit against Antonio Armijo, tho
NIGHT
floor,
$1;
Lower
first three
lature repealed the act of 1893, re North Second street grocery mer-- i
la balcony, 75; balance of bal
pealing" Hob. Hbet-tactthus reviving chant, to' recover in ' the sum ofi rows
cony,
60c.
the said libel law' of 1889.
$911.81, which the plaintiff alleges is MATINEE rAdults,
73c ;
children,
The act of 1889 provides that .any due them for store supplies.
1132 WEST RAILROAD AVENUft.
35c.
published statement to come within
Gennette Brown Clark vs. Mike
the definition of libel mast convey the Clark, suit for divorce. The plainO
idea, among other things, "that any tiff in her petition, charges
on tele et Metsoo
dethe
Fines! Whiskies.
person in office or a candidate there fendant with desertion.
Wednesday, March 21, at 9 o'clock.
unfor, Is dishonest, and therefore
Ada H. Goodrich vs. George Goodworthy of such office, or that while rich, suit for divorce. Attorney T. N.
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
in office he has been guilty of 'some WUkerson
appears us legal ounsel BAND GREATER THAN EVER 0 JOSEPH
BARNETT, Prop'r.
rendering
unworthy
malfeasance
him
for tho plaintiffs in both divorce suit
T
of the nlace."
SAMPLE A NO 0
casea.
This must be done, (and Mr. Ray- I 2 0 West Railroad - Avenue
CLUB ROOMS
Maximo Grlego has filed an appeal
nalds has had Just cause for the great- In the case of Mercedes Chavez & Co.,
est provocation on account of mali- against Maximo Grlego, an appeal
cious articles against him in the from the Justice court of precinct No.
Morning Journal), with intent to In- 5. The suit is for an nlleged debt.
jure, and also malicious, and subjects
The caso of the Territory vs. F. A.
THE FIRST LESSON
the libeller to a fine of from $100 to Ourule and J. A. Guriile, wherein the
IN BREAD MAKING.
$2,000, or Imprisonment not exceed- defendants were sued as guardians
D. S.
B.
D.
COPP,
Is
Important
most
of all; that
the
ing two years In the penitentiary, or for the children of Severlo Apodaca,
Room 17, N. T. Armijo Puildlnn.
Is the selection
of proper flour.
both, at the discretion of the court.
deceased, for taxes upon property f
There Is no difficulty about thU it
When the trial of Mr. Macpherson tho estate of tho deceased in BernaOtXOOOCXXXXXXOOOCIOCXXXXXD
Empress flour is chosen. It Is so
comes up, this paper will be fair and lillo county for tho years of 1903,1901
good and makes such sweet, white
journalistic in its criticisms, and will and 1905, was dismissed, ihe defendSCREEN TIME
and nutritious bread as to be unpublish no garbled report of testi- ants confessing Judgments and on
surpassed by any milled. The best
Is here. Door and Window
mony submitted to the court In his compromise settled judgements
by
screens made to order.
bread makers use It for that very
case.
paying over to the territory the sum
reason.

Madam Gross
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GREAT ELLERY
BAND

IAN

Talk of a
la . u6
TO DISCUSS THE GENERAL TOPIC, longer heard and both sides are set
SCHOOL
AND
THE tling down to a hard fight for thelf re"THE
CHURCH," FOR ADVANCEMENT
spective tickets.
Primaries of both
OF WORK IN NEW MEXICO.
parties will' be held Saturday night,
with the conventions on the following
of Monday
The New Mexico Association
night. Each
Including
Congregational Churches and Mission the socialists, will put party,
straight ticket
Teachers will hold a very important in the field, and with the two bond
is
meeting in this city April 6, 7 and 8. sues, one for $250,000, for the purpose
at which time the general subject of of purchasing the ,ater Supply com
"The School and the Church," will be pany's plant, and one for $10,0(10 for
discussed with a view to futhering the purpose of erecting a new city hall
the work of the missions in New together with the Interest that will
of naturally be
Mexico, and far the discussion
manifested in
differ
other matters of importance to the ent candidates, the comingtheelection
church and missions in this territory. promises to be full of Interest.
There will be a largo number of
There seems to
but little doubt
representatives of the Congregational but what the bondbeIssue
for a new
church and mission schools from all city hail will be decided in
favor of
parts of the territory in attendance issuing the bonds at the polls,
The outline of the program f:r the that the bond issue for $230,000, and
to
three days is as follows:
purchase the water system, will be de
FRIDAY.
ft at ed by an overwhelming majority.
Welcoming of representatives and Interest is beginning to awaken, and
delegates.
little groups of men, earnestly dis
Organization.
cu8slEgthe election issues, can now
Moyer.
Services
Rev.
Devotional
De seen on every street corner.
Association Sermon Rev, iloald.
SATURDAY.
POLICE COURT
FUNERALS
(Morning.)
Devotional Services Rev. HernanFrank Carter, whose features are
dez.
Funeral services over the remains
becoming very familiar to the AlbuTransaction of business.
of Rosalia Gallegos de Arias, aged 72
querque
many
police,
through
the
years, who died at her home, 208
"What May the Public Schools Ex- limes he has
been before the lar ot South Fourth
pect fro mthe Church" Prof. J. E. justice,
street, this morning, at
again
custody
was
into
taken
Clark.
7:30 o'clock, from dropsy, will take
night,
away
to
while
trying
last
make
"What Mav the Church Expect from with a pair of bed springs. After place tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock
the Public Schools" Rev. J. W. Bar- - telling
the Sagrada Corason (Sacred
various conflicting stories as from
ron.
Heart) church, interment in Santa
from,
to
springs
bed
came
where
the
cemetery. Deceased was the
General discussion of above topic3. Carter declared
that A. C. Emory, also Barbara
widow of Antonio Arias, and had reMission School Work in New Mexi- well known to the
police,
stolen
had
co. Mrs. Collins.
here and at Uarelas for mauy
them from his own wife, Mrs. A. C. sided
years.
(Afternoon.)
given
Emory,
mm
to
tnefn
and
to
Devotional Services Mr. Dullard.
"peddle."
case hasn't been
The funeral services of the late Ed
"Do We Need Any Reform in the disposed ofCarter's
as yet, as he is so fond win A. Llndemann, brother of our
Method of Instruction of the Sunday of the lavt He
punish- townsman H. Llndemann, were held
"skilly"
that
School" Prof. C. E. Hodgin.
loaves no more impression than this afternoon at 2:33 o'clock at the
"Education as a Necessary EmIi ment water
en a duck's back. His chapel of A. Borders, in tho Commerfor Higher Religious Ideals." Er. dees may
to tefeired to the grand cial dub building, under the auspices
eife
Tight.
Jury.
of the Albuquerque, lodge of Elks, the
Discussion it alove topics.
police court this morn- deceased being a brother in the Elks'
Home Missionary
Problems. Dr ing,Bill Weir, inguilty
of
charge
a
to
ileaded
organization. Tho casket was a beauKingsbury.
"plain drunk," and was assessed $3, tiful piece of 'workmanship and the
SUNDAY.
gciiifc to tho lock pile Jot as many floral tributes were profuse.
After
(Morning.)
days.
an impressive funeral sermon by the
Dedication of New ripe OrgiE.
"light
young
In
caee
the
tf the
Rev. J. W. Barron, the funeral corMorning Devotional
Service!" Ll
tahn lito custody yesterday on tege proceeded to Fairview cemetery,
(). H. Small, Cleveland, Olilc.
living
th
i!3!3;:!e!nls
c(
in
i;ULt9
where tho remains were laid to rest.
Woman's hour, 3 to i titled, :!5
&rJ, north of Fifth street, Many Elks and Odd Fellows, of whicn
ducted by Mrs. J. H. Heald, Mr. S. Ptmii
who
declare the boys have long been the deceased was a member, were
Pc.rterfield.
,
pilfering iheir fancy pigeon roos s. present at the fum ral ceremonies, as
(Evening.)
Devotional Services Rev. Warren stealing chickens, and, in fact almost well as a large number of the friends
F. Day, D. D., Pastor Emeritus First anything they could get their nanus of tho deceased und the family. The
Congregational church, Los Angeles, on, ihe police are still busy recover- pall bearers were F. T. Schmidt, M.
ing stolen plunder.
Yesterday aval Mandell, A. W. llayden, Fred Fisher,
Cal.
liable d g lu longing to Jake Ijevy, Duncan .Mctlillivray and Al Thelin.
which the boys had made, away with,
THE TEN DONS
was recovered, as was a number of
The remains of Perry Iuinanwa,
fancy pigeons belonging to Frank a Iguna Indian, aged 2fi, employed
HELD A MEETIXG (ireen, Mr. Stover, and others.
Just at the Indian school for the past five
what to do with the boys is somewhat years, who died last night., at lu
of a puzzle.
However, the reform o'clock, from pneumonia, will be ship
AT THE HOME OF DR. WROTH
SEVERAL INTERESTING PAPERS school is fast nearing completion, and ped to CuUio, N. M., tonight, on .No.
a place will so n be provided for Just I, the interment taking place In Lasa
READ.
such youthful culprits.
lilanca. Deceased was an exceedniijit
Dr.
of
at
the
James
home
Last
ingly intelligent Indian, having gradavenue,
Copper
j"o
Wroth,
the
If.
uated from Carlisle, and during his
FOR SALE
Ten Dons held their regular meeting
employment al the local Indian school
papinteresting
several
at which time
made many frineds, who will regret
HOLSTEIN AND DURHAM to
ers were read and a general discussion YOUNG
hear of bis untimely death.
FIRST-CLASCOWS,
MILKERS.
K.
Crlsty
indulged
li.
in.
read
of them
on
NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
"Optimism,"
paper
an admirable
I
have a car load of young
followed by a general discusrn by
ami Durham cows coming fresh
The fir.-- annual meeting of the Heiv, all of whom were presthe
within two or three weeks. They len Commercial Club Building assofashent. Duiin? tin evening an old
wi re purchased from the best dairy ciation, will be held at the "Heyday"
ioned dinner, ueh as was served in farms near Denver, and can bo teen Club
Tuedav, April 3, at 9
the old days, "d'wn on the farm," was at Trimble's corral, on Copper ave- o'clockr.oins
p. m.
H. EMORY DAVIS,
served, the rustic idea being cleverly nue, near Second street.
Secrary.
carried out. und furnishing much merP. J. YRI3ARRI.
riment to those present, as well as an
The Presbyterian ladies will have
Merchants need not go home for aprons of all kinds, kimonas und
admirable luncheon. TIioimj present
HK'ak of last night's meeting as one lunch next Thursday, as tho ladies of handkerchiefs
sale
for
at the
of the most pleasant of the many held the Presbyterian church 'will supply Woina
Thursday, March
ly this organization.
their wants at the Woman's Exchange. 22nd.
--

A. J. RICHARDSU
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ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

of $500.

MILL

Tho suit of Eslavio Vigil vs. Man- XX)OOOOCXXXXXXXX)OCOOOOClOO
uel Lopez, appealed from the preliminary court of precinct No. 5, and
PIONEER BAKERY
heard by Judge Abbott yesterday,
BALLING, Proprietor.
SIMON
was taken under advisement. In this
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
case the plaintiff Is sued for an alleged
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
debt of $75.
We desire patronage and we guarArmijo Declares Bankruptcy.
Antonio Armijo. the South Second antee first class baking. Albuquerque.
street grocery merchant, was this af- 207 8. First Street.
ternoon declared a bankrupt, Judge 1
Ixiughary, attorney for the petitioner.
Armijo in his petition, declares that
his liabilities are $2,1.70.70 and that
his assets are $2,40ii. Of hla assets,
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
the petition declares hat $C!0 is ex215 Vi West Railroad Ave.
empt.
Auto Phone, 320.
CELEBRATION HONORING
COUNTY'S ORGANIZATION.
Oneida, N. Y., Man I: 21. Today Is
a holiday in Madison cmnty In honor
of the celebration of the anniversary
Merchant, have yon
Mr. It tail
of this county's
u - itiizatlon,
M0
considered the advantage of a
years ago. In all t li schools in the
county special cxerci.-e- s
were held
STATEMENT LEDGER SYSTEM?
this morning or wi .1 l. held in the
U s
simple, economical, accurafternoon. The proi'inns Include the
ate,
time and worry. Can
sinL'Ing of patriotic
recitations,
I.,
to advantage In a small
addresses on the hiM'.ry of the county
ns m II a.s largo business. Call
liy pioneers, and inn-- ; .
ui up and wo will show you.
Automatic Phone 12S.
Spelter.
S:. Louis, Mil, M:i- - !i 21. Speller,
steady, at M.i;.

M. BERGER,

oocooocoocooo
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AUSTRIAN

eopper, steady and
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Load

changed.
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DANGERS OF THE DARK
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Lace Curtains
attractive lot of new Lace r
Cur ains at prices you are sometimes asked to pay for goods two
or three seasons old. Sale price
75c to $9.00
from

An

j

Telephone the Police
FIREI
Telephone the Fire
Department,
ILLINESS!
Telephone the Doctor.
YOU NEED

A

TELEPHONE

mo090ceceomoeooo
ocooooocooooocoococooooo
Woollon & Myer,

Real Estate

surprising. These
Va'u. it.i; (.plruiiiltics should lm-pmom y
ss evi v iv.ider.
worth
$3.50
11L s,i.
$5.00
No.
!"'; worth
l,,
:
$ !."
worth
$.00
No
i

AND

1

RENTALS

L'

18 GOLDAVENUE

J. W. MASTERS

IIOMK SUPPLY

CoIoT,

COMPANY

IN

YOUR

-

g

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Rope Portiers

!

The Twep'none Is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRESI
The Telephone Is an
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS'-

BURGLARS!

IKK) K II1NDKRS

I

BUILDING.

CHINA

BORRADAILE & CO., 117 Gold Avenue
iOOOXDOOXXOCOOOO

OPENING SALE

'f

i.

an

CATHEDRAL

Furniture and Crockery

U.S. Lithgow&Co.

Lead and Copper.

ALBUQUERQI'E

ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB

ii- -i

York.

oo 000000000000

Souvenirs

'

SAY

New

1

Wholesale Agent,

114 West Copper Ave.

Crown Studio

Hoi-fc'ei-

t

Aver-'t-

COURT furnished.

A

FIVC

PACK

COUNTY

Superintendent of Territorial Indicted by Santa Fe Grand United States Criminal Docket
Jury For Criminal
Penitentiary at Santa
Set for Trial Both Grand
Libel.
Fc Vice Bursum.
Juries Report.

ance of the Ensuing
City Election.
MELTING

BERNALILLO

AND McCUTCIIEN

IS APPOINTED

ISSUE

May be Added to the Import-

SPLCIAL

MACPHERSON

MAN

KANSAS

SCHOOL BUILDING

BONtf

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21, .1106.

Ranches

Phone B, 68

0

and

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St..
ALBUQl'EKQUE . . . . N.

omoomooeoeyomoom

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries the Tli.tte'
only line with
route; good rig!
riu leaves Alhuq
Wednesday and
particulars, add:
Co., agents, Alb
. ULUCK.
I'roi

States mall;
stock eo

RANK
FIUE INSUItAl

I

drivers;

' Monday
a. m. Por
'rlmble
M., or J.
i. N. M.

;o.
E3TAT1

1

M.

I

Automatlo Pb
Koom 10, N.
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MARKET

SihtIM Correspondence.
Kansas City. Mo., March 19 The
receipts of range cattle have been
moderate thi past work. Killing cat-tiremained steady and cows, heifer nnd bulla a little higher, but
Blockers and feeders barely held
("toady during 'the week, except the
most desirable stuff. Colorados sold
at $385 to 14.35 early in the week,
and some pulp fed steers from Iamar
mid at 14.45; some connon she stuff
old Mere
at $3 to $3.35; fat two-yea- r
to
sold
fords from the Panhandle
killers at $4.fi5 to $4.85. The supply
today Is 10.000 bead. The market Is
steady to 10p lower on the various
kinds, excepting cows and neifers.
which are holding tip sternly. More
cattle have been coming during the
last ten days than former estimates
indicated, showing that considerable
numbers are still rn feed in the coun-trA widesnrond storm In I his ter
ritory vesttrdav will have a bad effect
on the stockcr and feeder market f or
the next week, but after the weather
settles and It gets so the country poo-pie can handle the stuff, the demand
Tor country grades will no doubt advance and' develop so rapidly as to
enalde salesmen to secure a sensational advance.
Sheep and lambs declined 10 to 20c
last week, most of the Lss being on
lambs, as usual. The supply was
for the week, a reduction of lO.otM)
from the previous week and also a
reduction from any recent wcpk, the
run today heing ti,5o!i. wnich l:t moderate. Tin market is lowt r today,
so that
lambs again stiff rlns mos-tare
it would teem that lamb prices
getting down so close t the price of
need sheep that further declines must
affect all alike. The range in lamb
prices today is $i to $t.4( for fair to
$5.40 to $5.75;
good stuff; wethers.
yeariings up to $5.90; ewes. $4. Ho to
$5. Today, choice ones would proha-blbring from $5.15 to $5.25.
n

82 pounds,
.!.

$H.60.

ewes, 91 pounds, $5.
A. McCormack, Zeandalo, Kan.,
274 lambs. S3 pounds, $0.45.
Thursday, March 15.
Montania, Manzanola, CoIj., 267
lambs, 77 pounds, $0.40.
Mcintosh, I.as Animas, Colo., 179
ewes, !! pounds, $5.15.
Colorado-ArizonSheep Co.,
Animas, Colo., 247 ewes, 86 pounds,
$5: 265 lambs, 80 pounds, $6.40.
Markham & Co., Ijjs Animas, Colo.,
45S owes, 86 p.iunds, $5.10.
Johnson, I.Bs Animas, Colo., 176
ewes, so pounds, $4.85.
Friday, March 16.
Warden. Monte Vista, Colo.,
lambs. 59 pounds, $6.
J. W. R.. Monte Vista. Colo.. 59$
lambs, 71 pounds. $6.15.
Kwing. Las Animas, Colo.. 5o7 ewes
88 pounds, $5.

i

GREATER OUTPUT
FROM THE MINES
DAWSON COAL TO BE SHIPPED
OF 200 CARS
AT THE RATE
DAILY.

Every energy is being directed by
company toward In
the Phelps-Dodg- e
creasing tiie output of the mines at
Dawson, X. M. More coal is needed
by the company for Its smelters In
Arizona and the outside demand for
the coal is very grVat. It Is used by
practically all of the railroads entering El Paso and by others. More locomotives have been ordered and new
coal nnd coke ears have been ordered
to handle the business. It is Intended
to increase the output of the mines
to 200 cars of coal and coke a day.
Cmopared with other coals as to
steaming power, the Dawson coal is
said to bear the ratio of 3200 to 1800,
according to figures which huve been
given out, baied on tests recently
made.

SALES

Kansas City. Mo., March 16. Fallowing were some sales of Colorado
anJ western cattle at Kansas City
this week:
Browning Live Stock company.
Colo., 96 pulp fed killers. 1041
pounds, $4.4d.
Speculators from Denver. 20
rs, 1109 pounds. $4.35; 25 ki
C52
1130 pounds, $4.10; 2S stockers
920
pounds. $4.35; 142 feeders,
963
pounds. $4.25: 124 feeders,
pounds, $4.20; 77 stockers. 8S4 pounds,
$4.20; 79 stockers. 776. pounds, $3.85.
Swenson Bros.. Stamford, Texas, 21
killers, 1144 pounds, $4.85; 03 killers,
La-ma- r.

kill-ler-

$4.65.

j

IDEAL

SHEEP

RANCH

Following were "some sabs 'if
The most perfect property for large
western sheep and lambs at Kansas
sheep ranch in the southwest. Over
City this week:
150.000 acres In solid body, with un- Monday, March 12.
equalled water, grass and shelter, and
Thonras Beech, Fort Collins, Colo., with first class timber, sufficient to
1148 pulp fed ewes, 99 pounds, $5.35; pay for property, with a surplus, and
315 yearlings, 89 pounds, $6.
leave ranch costing less than notmng.
Skinner & Harding, Fort Oalllns, Title absolutely perfect, and every
Colo., 519 lambs, 81 pounds, $6.70.
tax paid to date. A proposition that
B. L. Pitcher, Timmatii, Colo., 265 never can be duplicated for large
sheep owner, or sheep company startlambs, 83 pounds, $6.75.
Bierns, Loveland, Colo., 280 lambd, ing business.
L. B. PRIXCE.
S3 pounds, $6.75.
Santa Fe, N. M.
W. E. Hankins, Loveland. Colo., 764
!

.

THAT

.

Xew

out that

March
in Chinatown
plague spot, of Xew Yoik

York.

Headache
Diarrhaa.
Torpid Liver Flatulence
Appendicitis Hives
Rheumatism Jaundice
Catarrh
Nausea
Dyspepsia

Colic

Vertigo

Scrofula

Pimples

Womanly
Worms

--

--

j

,.ta

-

one-hal-

Liniment
For Tonsilitis
Prm2Jf50f&H00

I

,...

Dysentery

a little Cascaret

in time Is
worth fifty dollars worth of Treatment
later on, to say nothing of the suffering,
discomfort, loss of Business Energy, and
loss of Social Sunshine It saves.

A coming Headache can- be warded off
in short order, by a single Cascaret, and

the cause removed.
Heartburn,
in
the throat, and Colicky feeling are sure
signs of bowel trouble from food poisons,
and should be dealt with promptly.
One Cascaret will stop the coming trouble, and move on the Bowel load, if taken
at the first signs.
Don't fall to carry the Vest Pocket Box
of Cascaret3 with you constantly.
g,

When you have Heartburn, Colic, Coated
Tongue, Suspected Breath,
or an incipient Cold,
take a Cascaret.
Remember, all these are not merely
Discomforts, but Indications of a serious
Cause.
Nip them in the bud eat a Candy
Cascaret.
Cascarets don't purge, nor
punish the stomach like

Acid-risin-

g,

"Bile-drivin-

All Druggists sell them over ten million
boxes a year.
Be very careful lo get the genuine,
made only by the Sterling Remedy Company and never sold In bulk. Every tablet
sta ped "CCC."

g"

"Physics."
They act like Exercise on the
that propel Food, and that squeeze
the natural Digestive Juices of the body
Into Food.
Cascarets ward off, or cure, the following diseases:
Constipation
Rati Breath
Diabetes
Biliousness
Bowel-Muscl-

es

MAYOR HINK1E OF

CITY OF ROSWELLj
RECEIVES

THE

ENDORSEMENT

OF CHURCH
SOCIETY FOR HIS
STAND ON SUNDAY CLOSING.

Strong endorsement

nr-- TREE TO OUR FRIENDS!

crar friends a beautiful
BONBON BOX.
in colors.
It is a beauty for the
dressing table. Ten cents In stamps is asked as a
measure of giwd fait h and to cover cost of Cascarets,
Tin
with which tFitSainty trinket if loaded.
y,
mentioning this paper. Address
Send
Sterling Kemedy Company, Chicago or New York.
We

of the action

of Mayor J. P. Hinkle, cf Itoswell, N.
M.. in his Sunday law enforcing policy, was given by the Home Mission-'- :

want to send to

French-destene-

i

servance :f our Sunday laws to bo
one of the grtatest evils to the spiritual and physical welfare of mankind, therefore, be It
"Resolved, That we the Home
Missionary society of Trinity Methodist Episcopal church, south, convey
to the Hon. J. P. Hinkle, mayor of
Itoswell. N. M., our high appreciation of his action, and trust that ho
will have the hearty support and cooperation of his fellow citizens In the
enforcement of this law. We trust
also that other cities may be led by
his example, to see and feel the necessity for the enforcement of this
law, which will uplift mankind, nnd
show to the youth of our land that
i.
there Is such a day as the Holy
and such a thing as obedience
(Signed)
to mortal law.
"MRS. J. T. FRENCH,
"MRS. R. L. DANIELS,
"MRS. FLORA McA. JONES.
"Committee."

society of the Trinity Methodist
Episcopal church In resolutions which
were passed at the last meeting of
the society.
Mayor Hinkle permits no business
to operate on Sunday except hotels,
restaurants and livery arables.
The resolutions follow:
"Whereas, we, the Home Missionary society of Trinity Methodist Episcopal church, south, El Paso, Texas,
have learned with pleasure of the
action taken by the Hon. ,T. F. Hinkle,
mayor of Itoswell, N. M., in enforcJudge Parker says that Roosevelt
ing fhe law In regard to Sunday will run again. Possibly that's the
closing of business, and,
judge's way of serving notice that he
"Whereas, we consider the lax ob won't.

But Things IRfiJdJST Come Om Way!
Yott'H Have to, Also !
YOU Ma.y Think We Age SPECULM TIM
Know We Have

'

Plotches
Eczema

Ulcers

It

proposed to have the city purchase
the land nnd convert it into a park.
This was the method adopted to clean
when that vilo
up Mulberry bend
haunt of crookdom g t beyond conA CHINATOWN
BABY. 2 MAX ANT) WOMAN
STRETCHED OUT
trol of the police.
SMOKINO "HOP." 3 CHUCK CONNORS. MAYOR OF CHINATOWN.
Crowded Into the narrow confines of
DININU WITH TONO CHIEFS.
an area of four square blocks, no
less than Sooo Chinamen live in The Mock Ducks claim that Lee was arrests but. ut the
trials a'.l clans, for
squalid quarters, scores sleeping in running
his own gambling nnd dope the common good, feign Ignorance
one room. Evenings and on festival joints
with great profit at the time and refuse to Inform upon each o'lur.
davs thousands more congregate in
tenements from laun- the police believed him to be the Dr. For this reason it is almost imposthe
t'arkhurst of the district. Moe'.t Duck sible to obtain convictions.
dries scattered over this and sur- lis
Convening the place into a park
now in the Tombs awaiting trial for
rounding cities.
alleged bribery. At every
of would scatter the Chinamen and deOpium dens flourish In dark base- the clans the police makeoutbreak
numerous stroy their stronghold.
ments and there anyone who has Lie
password or Is accompanied by a
recognized steerer may witness a
numbers, after which the principal
Chinamen, white men and BUILDING TRADES
score
ollicers were elected, the remaining
women, Stretched out unconscious on
to be filled at a later meet
ORGANIZE A UNION vacancies
floor mats, a pipe layout at .every eling. A commiee was also appointed
bow. Oambling games of all the kinds
!to draft a constitution and set of bydear to the oriental heart abound. IN LAS VEGAS AND OFFICERS laws, which will make its report at
Such dens of Iniquity as the Chat ham
ELECTED TO SERVE FOR EN- .a meeting to lie held next Saturday,
club, in Doyers street; the "Original
The ollicers already elected, were
SUING YEAR.
Black Cat," in Pell street, and "NigPresident,
Alexander
las follows:
ger Mike's," are well known to the
Munro; vice president, K. W. Smith;
police as the headquarters for gangs
A building trades union, embracing 'secretary, John Malcolm; tiler, John
of thieves and worse.
the bricklayers and stone masons, has Chapman. Mr. Malcolm will olliciaie
In Chinatown police raids the net is been organized in Las Vegas, says as treasurer until that office is filled.
invariably found to contain girls not the Optic. The organization will be Mr. Schweitzer will probably be re
girl known as the Las Vegas Local, No. tained as deputy.
out of their teens. A
named Baker was lured from her 4, International Union of Bricklayers
No change Is contemplated in the
mum:..
home at Poughskeepsle four months and sione l aw ia. it i
wago scak)i wni(,h ,s not ,(1Si. ti,an
.
or
eie.j
aoou
i
wnn
a
memnersnip
ago to Chinatown. The police and
cpms
honr for bri(.klayer3
.,
Preliminary steps were taken at ai....
others have searched for her there
th:m r,rt
...
meeting
held
iiethough
Km in
naiu.u.iy
but she has disappeared as
masons eight hours to con
for
stone
rooms over Raywood & Robert s store. stitute a days work In each ease.
swallowed up by the earth.
as deputy appoint- Overtime work and work on legal hol
Tom Lee is called the mayor of Adam Schweitzer, lodge,
swore in the idays is to be paid for at the rate of
Chinatown. It was his faction which ed by the grand
f.
time ,and
The legal holiengaged in a street war with the men
days recognized are Labor Day, Dec
of Mock Duck at the Chinese Neworation Day, Fourth of July, and
Year festival. A Mock Duck man
Christmas.
drew one of the long pistols always
carried by the "braves" of the clans
It will not cost you a cent to try
When a
:&nd fired Into a crowd.
Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's
Chinaman fires he turns the pistol
Tablets, and they are excellent for
lover .his left shoulder and runs and as
stomach troubles and constipation.
he runs, pulls the trigger. A Tom Lee
!man fell with five bullet wounds In
Get a free sample at any drug store
his breast. Later another Lee man
This has been a bad year for pro
was killed in the same way.
phet whiskers, as both Cleveland and
Tom Lee claimed to be n reformer
Dowio can testify.
land had the confidence of the police.

Troubles

Piles

Is

Yqu May Bmw or Tom

RpmPrnhPT'

Indigestion

Box of

Want of Exercise, Indoor Employment,
weaken the Bowel Muscles, Just as they
weaken Arm and Leg Muscles.
The Muscles lose tone, tension, strength,
lo force the iooi onward
And the longer they stay in that state
the weaker they become, because the less
exercise they get through the slow passage of food.
Cascarets contain the only combination
of drugs that acts on the Muscles of the
Bowels and Intestines, just as told Water,
or Exercise, act on a Lazy man.
They act like Exercise.

a

I

thin, little,

In such cases

.1.

32,-iio- o

pounds,

4fi(i

933

1

1055

pounds,

A Friend in Need
carried constantly In
your Vest Pocket, or In "my
Lady's" Purse It will ward off ninety per
cent of Life's ordinary Ills.
Eat one of the six candy tablets contained in that "Vest Pocket Box" whenever
you suspect you need one.
It can't hurt you, and Is sure Insurance
against serious sickness.

Wednesday, March 14.
N. K. Meirley. Uurr Oak, Kan., 1129
lambs, 71 pounds. $t 45.
J. It. Mutton, Highland, Kan., 257
lambs. 7C, pounds, $6.25.
Hrrington, Kau.,
It. R. Corpenter,

v

STOCK

81

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21, 1908.

$5.

VatiHorn. l.as Animas, Colo.,

lambs,

CITIZEX.

WIPE OUT CHINATOWN,
NEW YORK PEST HOLE

lambs. 82 pounds, $fi.45; 30 culls. 63
pounds, $5.25.
V. F. Poison. Colorado 1fi8 ewes,
77
78 pounds, $5.25; 178 yearlings,
pounds, $ti.
J. Heecraft, Monte Vista, Colo., f!3
lambs, r.8 pounds, $fi.25.
Tuesday, March 13.
I j. .Milbcr. Monte
Vista, Colo., f,!)0
lambs. !7 pounds, $t.25.
C. I)eU)iig, Las Animas, Colo., 507
lamlis, S3 )ounds, $t! 65.
F. M. Harson, Ias Animas. Col .
358 lambs. 80 pounds, $fi.55; 98 ewes,

LETTER

EVE X I XO

Sab-tja.1-

Wait

a"

WE caD afford to wait- but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
oniy heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
tke
of
of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will ex
clude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep, wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt or mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:
Thafc

-

;

The Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial!
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
OR ARIZONA. That, beginning at one ptrk and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
building line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
That on this avenue a thirty-foto
that the purchaser insures himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites on
this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.
ot

i

GO UP AND SEE!

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

The TerraGe Addition Improvement Company
M.

P. SI A MM, Secretary and Selling Agent

I

VEDNESDAY,

MARCH 21, 1906.
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ins; up from
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He
A G ASTRONOMICAL
TREAT WILL
THIRD STREET
was tnar the end of the car wnen tic BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
tall,
to
and
to
save
started
himself ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
Irom falling between the cars and
meeting certain d. nth under the FROM 11 TO 2:30.
All Kindt of Frsih and Salt Meats.
wheels, lie huned himself over the
Steam Sausage Factory.
side nf the car. He was bruised
EMIL KLEINWORT,
quite badly and one of his wrists was
Masonic Bulldius, Norm Third Street.
broken.
o CURE
LUNGS

ANTICIPATED
YOUR WANTS

Meat Market

,

In buying our 1906 stock of
and now have on display a beauiiful line of the celeRefrigerators.
brated BALDWIN
Come early and get your pick and
if we can't suit you from stock we
will get your order In with our

MORE NEW

second shipment.

AND FILE THEIR PAPfcNS

ths

D. EMMONS.

J.

14

TO DO

fhk IfcnftliOn

IN

PONSUMPTION

tW MtXICU.

GUGHSand

The following articles of incorporation have been tiled in tin; umce of
Territorial Secretary J.
. Kayuuids:
Bond a. Nolil company, incorporare
George W. Bond of Trinidad,
ators
Colo.; Franklin Bond and Jose

OLDS

Both Phones
Agen'.s

for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

Price

50c & $1.00
Fret Trial.

Surest ana Uuickent Uur for all
THROAT and LUNG XROUB- -

Fm

IES, or MONK1 BACK.

.Martinez.
of capital
ot

i.miiisi'niH'ii

THiS CHANGE

J

SE

TO

Bond,

tiim

stock la fixed at CATTLE ANO HORSE PROTECTIVE
which has nem
ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL NEW
as ioiiows:
George W.

lb,ooo;

..uoo,

Bond,

and Jose

Jftfi

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our a
ready well equipped laundery a machine with which we can
woolers without shrinking. When we are through with themhandl
re Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them tothey
at
and we will straighten them out for you.

Best on

Eanh.

B. A. SLEYSTEB
REAL

INSURANCE,

JOHNSON

A. D.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

ESTATE-NOTA-RY

pnm.tr

Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Auiumuo leiepnone, 174.

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
214 South Secona Street.

.

V

nr

.

Hlllsboro creamery Butter

,

V

ALBUQUERQUE

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

MEXICO AT SAN MARCIAL

Ix'andro .Martinez, 12,000.
of Me principal otlice of
n!'lne
4 the incorporation Is and shall be at
CURE BARGAINS IN
M Kspanola, and Louis F. Nohl will act
as principal agent. The period limited
M for the duration
of the company Is
fitly years. The ohject of the corpor-- J
HARNESS
ution is to buy, sell, exchange, barter,
SADDLES
'lcal in and incumber wool, hides,
pelts, sheep, cattle, horses, and other
BRIDLES
i
M11VI
I
I'I
UM1IVIO
J
and to buy, sell, exchange, barter,
LAP ROBES
deal in and incumber ail kinds and
AND ETC.
classes of goods, wares and merchandise and to operate and carry on
For the above occasion tlpkota in
a general merchandise business. Also
bo sold March 20, 21 and 22. at the
to
hold,
purchase,
of
dispose
sell
or
very
8 pedal
We are offering some
prices on this line of goods
and
the shares of capital rate of $4.95 for round trip. Final
and It will certainly pay you to c; out prices before you Imy.
stock of any other corporation or limit March 24th.
company. They will also deal in real
T. E. Purdy, Agent.
estate and tranract other business
CO.
specified in the articles of Incorporation.
CHEAP RATES TO SOUTH
The Searchlight Mining company.
Incorporators together with the shares
AND WEST
owned by each are: L. T. Wilson, Kl
Paso, Tex., 20,000 shares; Kit Carson, Oro Grande, 50,000 shares; J. G.
Kenan, El Paso, Tex.. 5,o00 shares,
and n. F. Holt, Oro Grande, 10,000
shares. The amount of capital stuck
Is fixed at $250,000, all of which has
A .Barrman, in charge of the Santa N. M., is on a still worse branch of been subscribed. The principal place
Fe const lines water service, spent the tho Santa Fe system that Is. the oi business will be at Oro Grande, N w
lay in this city, having arrived from branch lacks a whole lot of being up Mexico, ''lit branch oflice3 will be in
the west last night.
to the high standard set by the main nuueu wnerever tne company may
deem it advisable.
The officers of
line.
Train No. 10 carried twenty-tw- o
the company will consist of L. T. WilTopeka was for many years an
peon laboreres this morning. They
son,
Tex.,
El Paso,
president;
Kit
Imperial Council Ancient
Santa Fe point, several of
rode on a pass which read from El the general
Arabic Order Nobles or
offices being located there. Cason, Oro Grande, resident manager
Paso, to Keuro, New Mexico division, Hut
first,
vice president; A. L. EdMystic Shrine Convention,
now Topeka has Joined the ranks and
of the Santa Fe.
I- s Angeles, Cat., May
of Santa Fe and Atchison, and is no wards. El Paso, Tex., second vice
0,
D.
president;
E.
Holt, Oro Grande, sec1906.
Dr. N. H. Morrison, chief surgeon linger a high place in Santa Fe coun- retary,
.1.
Ci.
and
Kenan,
Tex.,
Paso,
El
cils'.
National
Congress of
for the Santa Fe coast lines, and
There are other railroads whose treasurer. The purpose of this corsurgeon in charge of tho coast lines
Motners,
Los Angeles, Cal.,
poration will be to prospect and My7-tlhospitals, was n visitor in the city, names seem to be misfits.
1906.
pubsearch
for
on
lands
mineral
the
For
examnlo,
railroad
'Frisco
the
For the above occasions tick,
yesterday, from headquarters in Los
doesn't get any closer to 'Frisco than lic domain, and other lands In the
Angeles.
ets will be sold to Los Angeles
Amarillo, which Is over in the Pan- territory of New Mexico, and elseor San Francisco at rate of one
where,
carry
to
general
a
minon
and
of
handle
Texas.
James Cashion of Phoenix, Ariz.,
fare for round trip. Date of sale
The Rock Island is supposed to bo ingThebusiness.
April 26 to May 6, 1906, Inclu-sivconnected with the Grant Brothers'
InMining
company.
Beckwith
III.,
Rock
yet
company,
Rock
Island,
was in the city named for
Construction
Final limit July 31, 1906.
all of whom own 10,000
yesterday, looking after the business Island is no more of a Rock Island corporators
snares each, are: Kit Carson, of Oro Special
company.
railway
point
than is Tucumcari, Grande; Elizabeth
Ho continued
affairs of the
to City
Beckwtih. Helen ot MexicoExcursion
on to Epris, today, where he is en- N. M.
and Return
B. Martin and Laura Beckwith, of El
cut-off.
Burlington
The
gaged on the Santa. Fe
route is named for
Rate $40.25 for the round trip.
Tex.; L. C. Chapman, M. B.
Burlington, Iowa, yet Burlington is a Paso,
Date of sale April 25 to May 5,
Chapman and D. F. Holt of Oro
John Connelly, general foreman of
and Burlington trains go
inclusive. Finn return limn
the Santa Fe shops, Boilermaker right through the town like the dogs Grande. The incorporation has a capJuly 31, 1906.
ital stock of $250,001), all of which
Foreman Johnson and Machine Shop wero after them.
for
Foreman Cullom, left yesterdty,
The Wabash crosses, the Wabash has been paid in. The principal place Semi-Annu- al
Conference
La Junta, Colo., and Topeka, Kan., river over in Indiana, yet it crosses of business of the company shall" be of Mormon Church,
where meetings of the mechanical de- dozens of bigger rivers in other states located at Oro Grande and Kit Carson Lake City, April 6-- 9,
1906
partment heads of the Santa Fe sys- and why the Indiana river should have shall act as resident manager. The
Rate $33.10 for round trip. Date
purpose of the incorporation Is that
tem are to be held.
thus been honored with a big railof sale March 30 to April 3. Inon a general mining
road system for a namesake, Is one of carrying
clusive. Final limit 60 days
Times-Inde- x
The San Bernardino
from date of sale.
says:
General Foreman Thomas of the mysteries of railroading.
Liberal stopover on all above
Vickers has returned from AlbuquerCOMING
EVENTS
excursions.
que. He went there to make a de- RESUMPTION OF WORK ON
DAWSON-LAVEGAS LINE.
For full information call at
monstration of the welding process
March 24 Ellery's Royal Italian
Manager Simmons of the
Ticket Office.
in use on engines frames here and El General &
band.
Southwestern, as the
in the east. He successfully made Phelps-Dodg-Paso
T. E. PURDY, Agent..
e
March 31 Charles Hanford Comlines are called, has
the demonstration to the Albuquer- emphatically
contradicted the report pany in Shakspearian Plays.
que mechanics.
April 3 City election.
that his road has purchased or conApril 15 Easter Sunday.
A syndicate of Chicago capitalists, tracted to purchase the Tucumcarl-Sant- a
If your neighborhood Is
May 15 The cpening of the Casino.
Rosa division of the Rock
represented by O. H. Springer, Is havIt.
Is
well enough known that
ing a survey made from the Cuerna-vac- a Island.
Doctors Are Puzzled.
line of the Mexican Central to negotiations were on between the two
The remarkable recovery of Kenneth
companies,
but there Is reason to bethe city of Chilpancingo. The syndiMclver of Vanceboro, Me., Is the subcate has options on more than 2,000,-00- 0 lieve that these negotiations have ject
of much Interest to the medical
acres in the valley of the Rio proven fruitless. At least, it is known
company has fraternity and a wide circle of friends.
Balsas. If these lands are purchased that the Phelps-Dodg- e
says of his case: "Owing to severe
why not for your
they will be colonized
i v.et4. uut icuuuujoui ito plan of building He
Paso line through Las Inflammation of the throat and concan farmers. The electric poner fcr a
friends BACK EAST?
Vcgifl ta afford a direct coal route to gestion of the lungs, three doctors
operating the railway
gave
up
me
die,
Its
Bifebee
to
reas
a last
when,
smelters.
from waterfalls.
The
It Is reported that the company will, sort, I was induced to try Dr. King's
New
I
Discovery
M'JCT
say,
ASSOCIATION
am
happy to
tefcre the flrt cf April, resume work
and
on its permanent
location, making it saved my life." Cures the worst
OBSERVE THE
!
coughs
in
Traa&ccaVr.rct-t.idqtu.rtr
colds,
Vegas,
Roads
the
and
Id Las
bronchitis, tonsill-tis- ,
and working both ways from that city.
weak lungs, hoarseness and la
association have br?n
grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores.
up with a sharp turn "cy t
K
KiARROW ESCAPE
50c and 11.00. Trial buttle free.
man, who has discovert-.- ! tial foai! i
IN FALL FROM TRAIN.
"
of them, through m!"-i?rVi- -r
H. ,T. Mtller, a Santa Fe brake-man''Did the critics make fun of our
or otherwise, have been ignoring tne
regulations governing the issuance ofW,1 "ves at Emporia, is in the corn- - actin? '
will he!? to get them
"No, curse them, no. They never
nospuai nere sunenng from a
side trip tickets in California in
started Southwest of you
uection with the use of nine months' ""Cured sayswrist and ninny severe even mentioned me."
will give us tbi ir names
me
Keuub lean
tourist tickets In a way that It likely uiuises,
MEN AND WOMEN,
and addresses. Write us
to result in wholesale demoralization Mis escape from sure (bath a
IHtK
l'u Hit ti for minifural
ago was rather miraculous and
today.
I to
th lirt.'.iiifl:wiiiiitltos,
of rates.
The chairman
has laid
irritttiiouf or ttkfrsuionc
down the regulations governing the showed remarkable presence of mind
if InlienMa (!,... .......
Address,
nis part. Miller was walking
issue of such side trip tickets in a on
jTHEEVANSFKlMif.il
Co.
Gen. Colonization Agent of A. T. &
nt or itJonoLt.
way that cannot be misunderstood, along the top of a freight car on 1
moving thirty miles an hour,
;.. -S. F. Ry.,
and has culled upon the roads to issue train
1. u. a
explicit instructions to their agents near Cedar Point. He stubbed his
Railway
Exchange,
Chicago,
toe
a
on
piece
of
tin
which
was s'ickfor a strict observance of t'nese regulations.
-

G. RRJXTT

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
jbs. ru'i'Kin &. t.'o.s Coffees, Ini
boden's Granite Flour.

ro

-- j amount
.",oim,

Kclchcr
VAFtNISHES

PAINTS, OILS.
ANE
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness, Saddle,
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Lr
Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
W9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established In 1882

Discovery

Mow

Wholesale Grocers

r.

Thos.

Dr. King's

ORGANIZE

;

Cor. Coal and Second

Sole

COM- -

PAMES
BUSINtSS

.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

KILL the COUCH

Of

,,ReB1fXs"
"

.

O

THESE ARE
CARRIAGE
BUYING

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
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I

and
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
and supplies and horse-powe- r
pumping outfits.
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.

5B

'

Extra Fine Perfumed
Toilet Soaps
Violet

7-1-

Rose and English Hawthorne,

,

S

good enough
for you

--

Both Phones

Hygienic Skin Soaps at
the same price

BLUE
117 W.

d

A

WHERE DOES THE
TOPEKA &. SANTA
FIGURE?

mssw

;

Located on the Bclcn
31811

X
SPECIAL LOW PRICES .NOV.;
TAKE A LOOK THROUGH OUB
LARGE

CARPET

Furniture

Man.

ALBUQUERQUE.

CLEANING

THORNTON The Clemner
Cleans everything.
He is the
Moving,

pack-

ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There Is no otherJust Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

TOT! A OR A PI
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

ri-

-

1

.

mm

TO

"

nimiiB

GOAL
$6.00 Per Ton
-

MILL

riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Raldrldge'a
yard.

WOOD

W.H.Hahn&Co
DOTH

'PHONES

X)COCXXXXXXXXXOCXX)OCOO

JZ-J-

BATH-TU-

have full sway here. We can supply,
set up nud connect any size of tub
you need from a wee one for baby
to a long fellow for a six footer. Several styles for selection. Price la the
"short" of it with us. We'll gladly
estlmato on tub and installation, show
you samples and give full Information
and good work.
We also carry the finest line of garden hose in the city.

Colo., Red 284; Auto

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican,
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will he
served promptly at any hour of the
night. Prices will be from 25c to 30c

M. GRENADINO & CO.

DRAGOIE

M.

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

N. PEACH & CO.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat
Office, 201
800 North Broadway, Corner of Wash Automatic 'phone, CIS.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
West Gold Avenue.

2ZZ

T

THE LONG AND SHORT OF

Both 'Phones:
matlc, 671.

A. E. WALKER,

KINDLING

MEXICO.

Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.

Amerlcsn Block R

Cerrlloa

& CO.,

NEW

BUYING.

CXDCOCXXXXXXXXOCOOCXXXXJOO

COKE

REPOSITORY.

Both phones.

.S

ZZLZ

V

Z?

ot The Atchison. Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M
IYaucaD

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
vjcuvesLuu auu points east to can Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

'

The Bden Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

NAME
ATCHISON.
FE ROAD

j
The Sain a Fe road is rvzuni :
all of lis mile posts betwwn Cll'TfT
inclJenta.'.y,
and
iind Alliuquernue,
Topeka Is no lonm-- on the miu uuc,
'he Emporia cutoff now being a part
f the main line,
hns having Topeka
to one side on a branch.
This new order of things calls
t
tiie fact that whlie tne
Aichisou. Topeka & Santa Fe railroad is named fur Atchison. Kan., Topeka, Kan.,
ml Santa Ke, N. M.,
neither of the.st. towns cuts much fig-'in the affair of the road. Atchison, for instance, has been a weak
Point in Santa Fe railroad circles for
many years, being a sleepy old Missouri river town, on a slugulxh branch
J'ue f the Santa Fe. And Santa Fe,

and Phaeton

J. KORBER

Sit AM

am. 2bsx

asafisa.

Runabouts

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

tj.'j-ment- s

WHAT'S IN

--

Buggies,

FRONT STORE.

Railroad Ave.

mm

assa

Carriages,

of fine

THE WILLIAMS DRUG CO.

few-day- s

rrr;r

Third and Marquette

i

j

r,VTvr

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
SCREEN DOORS

tor-

Also extra quality Tar and

con-!'.',-

fifssas

Albuquerque
Carriage Col
Corner rirst and TIJeras Road.

Just received two carloads

RA'-SKA-

it

0

General Bailding Supplies

25 cents

Vft-stnge-

a--

LOW PRICES 0
I'o you intend buying a vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If you do$
out pass us ,.y. Wo don't urge yon
an expensive vehicle we
nae many go: d styles within the rangeto ofbuymodest
Incomes. Top Bug-uies Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons
of all kinds.
Don t stay away because you are nut rich. Come
and see us.
0

3 Cakes in Box

has-bee-

salt

DAYS

EASY TERMS

RAILROAD TOPICS

TIES IMPORTED FROM
FAR OFF COUNTfllEf
Two ship loads d i.'a fcont l uiu
Sound have arilvfd it CJ3.ll
are being transferred
Ike ct'jjitre-tio- n
camps on foe t.i fltJ.it,, 'left:
River & Pacific rallroaJ. In U10 ihij
mcnt there are thirty thoiisasl tics
A shiptneut of 110,(100 cnlt t!:
tro:i
HH
Japan are now en ia;ita 8r.4 Ut
to arrive at Guajlltn j: tcj
time. Plfcty of 11 r.a Irr 1!:t rc:l
are alieodv en t". gro;:(? ax$
are c!;i
tfcin.i
gales each week. The Kl'Vjci a'.
been practically completed to a point
beyond Torln. on the YaiRii river,
eighty-tlii- t
e kilometers, or about fifty
miles from Empalme. Within a
it is expected the rails will be
laid Into Turin, giving that town railroad connection with the outer world.
N(i;ali s Oasis.

8EVEN

the top of the car.

"IVt'Ai1!!,"', !.d
V'"?0'

u.L..m.s.

etc.

"V

r;8ld,,eiln)!9' 6'ze 2x142 feet,
Is

ct

laid out with broad 80 and
struts, with alley, 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publl. schoo. hon.e.
club; a population of 1.500 inhabitants; largest merrantiv Kstahllshment. In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large
winery; three hotels,
the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine. bean, and y in Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial
railroad city In the near future cannot b. estimated

.ALL FAST LIMITED

70-fo-

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

F
ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them improved
flrst-clsvve need
by cultivation); no iand or gravel.
bakery, tailor shop, shoe house. Jeweler, plumbln, shop, planing mill,
coal and word yard, drug ttore. brups
ho;. etc, etc Alio a
modern hotel.

r

,.

first-clas-

OUR

PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT

tion. Street Commission''' TVrney
wagon
promptly bad a number ofspot nn.
to the
loads of dirt h.'uil.d
,!
In nn effort to fill
i' ii in
hm'mi'i
i
inn, boles caused by
i.D
not
th floo.ilr.ir. but the streets have
dried out yet.
,ni i rt . !! North Sec- Mrs Jessie
i
.
yesterday aiI

1

314

WEATHER INDICATIONS

V.TST RAlROADAVL

Buy Our Men's Work Shoes

9

And pH tho very l.cst for jour money. We
selecting our
nro Just ns particular aliont
footwear as we are about
linos of overy-da- y
piekliiK out tho most fashionable dress shoos.

They must be right In every respect, but
specially bo far as tho comfort of the foot
and (jood wear is concerned. At the same
time they must look neat and have enough
style to be worn most anywhere.
with light, mecap toe, lace or
heavy
plain
or
or
soles,
dium
congress. They are made of filch reliable
leathers ns Satin Calf, Box Calf, Kangaroo
Calf and Colt Skin. They are easy on the.
foot and polish well. Our prices are
We have a big variety

$1.65, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, axe sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

ICM

I

street.

T. Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hickox

The Hickox -- Maynard Cc.
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
THE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL DEPARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Sooth Second Street

I

I

.

i

l

,,t,..-tnini'-

i'

,

In ,""".r,,'f
i
ternoon. will, a lunch
her guests. Mrs. llerger of 'i,.,,M1-.l.aim ,',f Santa i
I aylor
Mrs. Taylor left
ert s of Ibis city.
'

last nli;M for i yisit to lanlornia.
t
Fred Fornoff. the deputy -- n:ien
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
'.
wticitn iinmui
States mars-hal- .
s mie
slatert for an appointment tollagerFollowing is the 4 o'clock report ...n..
i
ii,,, i. ft if Governor
passenger
Ke
tlu?
arrival
of
of Santa
ycteniay.
SiUlta
trains:
(leaving in th' afternoon for
No. l, about 7:15 p. m.
..
cxiiei'tH to olita.n . ser- ..i
ii
"
No. 7. about 11 : 4.") p. m.
In several canes which have been
vice
N
9. about 12:20 a. m.
placed in bis hands.
Nos. 8 and 4, on lime.
Thos. Hall, the well known piano
night on his periodical
S. H. McDonald and wife ire lu ln tuner, left last
In

-

i

Thursday. March 22. 1:30 p. m..
sharp, at 513 Siuth Edith street. I
will sell tho entire furnishings of a,
five room home. Gooda
consist In
part of a ctM.k strive, large refrigerator, washing machine, kitchen uten-- ,
slls, dishes, glassware, quarter sawed
oak dining table; six leather bottom
lining chairs; a ;tfl sideboard, fourteen pictures; Axmlnster rug, Brussels rug, two Ingrain carpets,
six
small rugs; Morris chair, three ba her
rockers, two mahogany rockers, one
Kon. an chair; combination bo k case,
dressing case, center tables, ccruimode.
Iron bed,
spring mattress, tftburet,
jnrdlnler
and other artlcks too
to mention.
Goods are in excellent condition and
perfectly sanitary.
Inspect them on
Wednesday, before the sale.
SCOTT KNIGHT.
Auctioneer,

Whitman's Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
the purest of the
healthy and wholesome. Choo dates and
pure.
bon-bon-

Barnett Building

CEMENT
GLASS
DOORS

LUMBER

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT
MAIL, ORDERS PROMPTLY

o

FILLED

Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

US

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

Kgg-O-S-

Railroad Avenue ClolHier

lel-lo-

two-cour- se

R.R

new-Eas-

We Invite

North First Street
and Arizona

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New

Lowney's Candies

1

li-

nt

Mi

an.

We have an elegant line of New
WASH SUITS in Russian Blouse
and Sailor Suits at
$1.50, $1.75, $2.25, $3.00 and $3.50

an.
s;i

(ream and cake will be on sale
Woman's Kxchange, Thursday
on. There will also be home
.; for sale, and aprons,
stocks
..nionas. The proceeds of this
are for the new I'resbyteriaii
TOO

1"''K

All the Novelties of this season now

displayed.

.

''ERCH ANTS' LUNCH

M

POST
P

THE
I

COMPANY

HARDWARE

Tu

RETAIL

SPADES
SHOVELS

$5.00, $5.50 and $6.00

CULTIVATORS
ROAD SCRAPERS

A

Young Men's long pant Suits, in neat patterns,
nicely tailored; at $8, 10, 12.50, 13.50 and 15.00
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ROSES,

Vl'.F.S,

PLANT HARDY
SHRUBS AND HONEY-CKLEWE HAVE THEM.
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IRON
CORRUGATED
BARBED WIRE
FENCE STAPLES
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WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 718.
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PRICES ARE RIGHT.
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BUILDERS'

CARPENTERS' TOOLS

IS THE TIME
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HARDWARE

NOW
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HARROWS
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double

t,

breasted Suits, elegant patterns, at

E.L. WASHBURN CO.
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CO.
HARDWARE
MoINTOSHHUCCKSSOKS
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WHOLESALE

elegant room, with
family. 112 North

An

private
street.

TOE GUM. AT

square-cu-

.

E.

white elephant from 11 to 2:3
daily. also free lunch saturday night.

Boys and Youths
two-piec- e,

.T

V
H

LATE TO CLASSIFY

KENT
1:

Wat Gold

17

Stationery

ct in

Nobby

i

o

N

Spring Clothes for Boys

119

$

S.VANN&SON
T. OFVAMM
S.DOCTOR
PURE DRUGS
OPTICS
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WAOUIN
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TOE GUtt. AT RUPPE'S.
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Fine Jewelry

AVE.

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News
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WHITNEY COMPANY!

Albupuerque Lumber Co.

RITT

s
when the cry "Quality" in shouted-nevery hand by a hundred brazen throats it is
hard to distinguish between the false and the
true in clothes.
It is tho part of wisdom then to put your faith in
a house of recognized standing and unchallenged
Such a house can not, as a mere
reputation.
matter of business policy, afford to play its customers false.
OUR NAMK on clothes is a mark of which
we're right proud and which we have kept un
sullied through all the storm and stress of competition-it
stands for "promises fulfilled'' for
"no misrepresentation" for "finest fabrics, best
trimmings, advanced styles, our customer's interests," first, last and all the time.

Now-a-day-

western tour, jeinhracliig towns
city from Denver.
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
CaliNew Mi xico, Arizona and
Alliuiiurqu'
In
William S. Fitch Is
Redlands,
nt
will
remain
He
fornia.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
from Pueblo, Colo., em a few days' Call., returning to Albuquerque some
A home mndo door, with trimmiugs,
vlt.lt.
summer.
the
during
lime
'
for $1.25.
Hon. Neill D. Field wan in Santa Fo
little
We are making window screens all
"Herrman, the Great," and his
yesterday on business of a legal na- band of mysterious sleight of hand mortised
' together,
and as strong as
ture.
city
performers, passed through the
a door, for 7 cents a square Toot. A
Mack,
I
W.
.Mrs.
To
Mr.
and
Born
or
that
this morning, en route east from the screen door,
of 619 North Sixth street, a baby girl, Pacific coast.
Unlike the original will outlast any door shipped in here
weighing twelve pounds.
Great,"
the from the cast, together with trimchesty "Herrman, the
Rev. J. M. Coudert, the- - popular modern Herrman Is a small man.
mings, for $1.25.
parpriest In charge of tho Bernalillo
We make the regular snop maue
Work of remodeling the Strong
ish, Is In the city today on business. building, (orner West Railroad avenue screen doors that have always cobi,
U. F. Gnrden, sales manager for the and Fifth utreet, for the reception of heretofore. $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
Food company, Is In tho an undertaicing establishment that Is
PLANING MILL CO.
city, introducing his new breakfast to occupy the building, Is well under
food.
way.
The new firm of undertakers
TREAT WILL
A G ASTRONOMICAL
will mow into the building about May
A nnrrioge license was Issued yesBE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
terday to Mary Dorothy Maclaren, 1st.
Ufie
LUNCH
Albuquerque, and Allison I). Hilt,
A leaking fire plug at I no corner ot ELEPHANT MERCHANTS'
11
TO
2:30.
FROM
street,
Neenah, Wis.
West Gold avenue and Fourth
Special convocation of Pilgrim com- - In front of the Commercial Club buildfor The Citizen and get
mandery. No. 3. this evening, at 8 ing, is furnishing an excellent place theSubscribe
news.
sparrows
to
their
take
o'clock for work in the Black degree. for. the English
duily baths. Many of tho little
By order of Recorder.
PAY YOUR POLL TAX FOR 1906
fluttering
dally
seen
cau be
Charles J. Lantry, of the I,antry-Shar- p
DRUG STORE BE
AT RUPPE'S
puddle.
mud
ORIOLE CANNED
in
about
the
GOODS
ARE
THE BEST
a
company,
was
Construction
1ST, AND AVOID
Reports have Just reached this city FORE OFAPRIL
passenger through the city this mornSUIT.
COST
of a blaze at the IjOS Lunas roller
ing on train No. 2 eu route east.
Monday, which for a time
The ladies of the Presbyterian
F. C. Dezendorf, inspector for the mills.
to destroy the plant, but church will serve a nice lunch for 25c
federal land office at Santa Fe. ar- threatened
quick arrival of the hook and lad from 11:30 to 2 o'clock, Thursday,
4- - 4
4- - 4- rived In the city last night, on busi- the
ler r.DDaratus, which runs cm the rail March 22d, at the Woman's Exchange
ness connected with the land office.
road, saved .the mills. A spark from building.
B. A. Sleyster, the fire Insurance
piiKsiug engine is supposed to have
agent, left this morning on a trip that astarted the fire.
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY
A tisolutcly
ORIOLE
will carry him to Santa Fe, Las Ve
Mr. and Mrs. Byron H. Ives enter COMPANY.
gas, Springer and as far north as
PURE
MAPLE
tained the nastor and official board
Raton.
ATTENTION GENTLEMtM
wives,
of the Methodist
their
and
MAPLE
'SYRUP
Hon. II. B. Fergusson left last night Episcopal church last evening, at
Order your $ult now for "Easter,"
for a ten days' visit to San Francisco, their beautiful new home on South
dressed. You know our
where he will look after some impor Fourth street. The house was profuse and be well Best
workmanship, latest
tant business matters of a personal with tulips and daffodils. The evening reoutation.
Eighteen
4- styles, and lowest prices.
4 4'
nature.
and
diversions
social
spent
in
was
new samples to seieci irom.
hundred
Dr. and Mrs. I. Laughlin of the a dainty
luncheon was
Nettleton Tailoring Agency
Fraternal Brotherhood were passen- served.
gers for Lag Vegas this morning. They
T. Schmidt, recently ot Iowa, has
F.
114 South Third street.
expect to be absent from the city sev- leased the Copeland baru on North
eral weeks.
Second street, known as the London
TICKETS F OUGHT. SOLO
W. E. Iliff, president of tho Albu- Club Btables, and is preparing to open
querque Gas, Electric Light and it for a livery, sale and boarding
AND EXCHANGED
Power company, arrived on the flyer stable. Mr. Schmidt is
Office
Association
veenver, accompanied by the stable with new stock and
today from
Transactions
I
Mrs. lllff.
hicles, the equipment of the London
Guaranteed
Walter Jaffa Is recovering from an Club stable company having been sold
18 W. R. R. Ay?,
operation at the St. Joseph hospital at private sale.
ROSENFIELD'S,
for appendicitis, and will probably be
Prof. Hiram Hadley, territorial suable to be moved to his home on the perintendent
of public Instruction,
coming Sunday.
passed through tho city this murmng,
A. H. Hall, New Mexico agent, for returning to his headquarters at Santa
Correspondence Fe, from a trip to Alantogordo, where
the
International
school of Scranton, Pa., left this morn- ue nuer.ded a very successful and
ing on a business trip to Santa Fe decidedly enthusiastic meeting of tue
BEST."
THE
teachers' association of Otero county.
and I.aa Vegas.
over
'says
all
Hadley
schools
Mr.
that
The music store of Learnard &
Llndemann, on Gold avenue. Is closed the territory are In excellent condi
today out of respect for Mr. Linde-Mann- 's tion.
The Highland drug store made
brother, whoso death occurred
Lon Monday night.
its initial bow to the public last night
the
L. K. McMoney, A. W. Dunbar, Vic- and twluy Dr. L. B. Crawford, busiin charge, is doing
tor Means and H. C. Haines, all of the pharmacistlarge
scale. The new store is
United States Marine corps, were in ness on a
on
north side of East
the
located
night,
Alvarado,
the
city
at
last
tho
Railroad avenue, just east of tne Santa
en route from San Francisco east.
Mrs. F. B. Luchsinger left last night Fe railroad pressing. When the
Railroad avenue Reynolds build
for a visit with friends and relatives
of construction,
in Denver for a few days. From that ing, now in me course
the Highland drug store
city Mrs. Luchsinger will proceed to is completed,
oc
Monroe, Wis., where she will make an will move across the street and
cupy the northwest corner of it. It
extended visit.
then be a new store, one more
Dr. J. E. Kraft, the dentist, yes will
being complete, than
eVjree
terday transferred to Attorney Frank now, thetoward
building adding
store
new
C. Akerman, fifteen lots of the Corodegree.
the
last
nado place, near the local lumber
mills. The consideration Is in the
Children's feot deserve care. It is
nelghlorhood of 5,000.
most Important to get good fitting
The regular monthly meeting of the shoes for the little ones. Our shoes
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THfc iOr.iE'S SHOULDER.
Ladies' Aid Society of the Lead ave-nu- o are so made that they conform ImmeMethodist church will be held at diately to the foot of the child. When
the church parlors, Thursday, March it cuines to boys' and girls' shoes
22nd, at 2:3U. Every member Is urged then we do feel proud of our offerings. They are constructed with par
to be present.
401-40- 3
Mrs. D. D. Coverdale, the milliner, ticular care as to fit but with extra
the
better
The
stock.
as
to
caution
hosspent
who
several weeks at the
Mexico
pital nuffering from an operation for stock the better the wear. Prices
appendicitis, has recovered sufficiently range from $1 to $2..r.o. C. May's
Other Farm Implements
Plows
on
and
ior Wholesale Prices
to be removed to her apartments, in shoe store. 314 West Railroad ave
nue.
avenue.
on
Gold
building,
the Hope
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
As yet no definite date has been
Remember the lunch from 11:30 undecided upon, for the driving matinee
til 2 o'clock. Hot biscuit and butter,
now being arranged for by the memPark cold meats, baked beans, salad, pie
bers of the Mesa Agricultural
association, but it is thought that a and coffee, all served for 25c, at the
date will be decided upon in the near Woman's Exchange building, by the
ladies of the Presbyterian church,
future.
The New Mexican says: Lawrence Tiiursday, March 22.
o
Goehl, a former grocery clerk in Albu"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
querque, is in the city looking for a
SHUR-Osimilar position. He visited several FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
MUSCLE.
of the local grocery stores nnd expects to secure employment without
A. K. Walker has removed his inmuch difficulty.
surance
offices to 217 West Railroad
and
Fourth street, between Tlleras
avenue,
stairs, over the Chinese
Conner avenues. It still ill a rather restaurant;up the
offices of the Mutual
inmnHHnhln condition, as a result of Huihling
riRBT CBTABLISHCO OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
and Ixan association that
tho breaking or a water plug the other Mr. Walker
moved
being
represents
Room tO, Whiting Blk.
and
street
ninht. that caused Fourth
tlutt office also, where patrons of
Corner Cold Avenue and Second Street.
Tijeras avenue to .be flooded for a to
Mad at Vann'a Drug Store.
Appointment
pay
company
can
tie'
named
considerable distance in each direc tin ir l.ist
.hies.
113-115-1-
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J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists
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AUCTION.
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NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

The Arch Front

Generally fair tonight and Thursday; warmer in southeast portion tonight.
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